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Would we Ql-ers be making better use ol our time if we spent less ol it in fronl of
our machines and more of it in bars and pubs?

This is not a facetious question.

ln the last issue of QL Today we printed details of the QL documentation CD. Several
readers asked for more information and what better way to give you this than as a

cover CD? 0n this disk is documentation from 21 years of QL development. We
Ql'ers have worked hard tor 2I years and can be proud of what we have achieved,
but would we have come this far without our social contacts? The idea for a QL
documentation CD came from a pub conversation the night before a workshop 3
years ago.

At QL is 21 the lecture room was busier than the main hall for most of the day. But
from 6.30 in the evening until late at night we sat in the bar: had dinner together and
then sat in the bar again. lt was a pleasant atmosphere with unusual groups of peo-
ple deep in conversation. As John Hall remarked, 'What will come out of this?'. Well,
one thing has already come out of it. ln this edition of QL Today you will read of in-

teresting developments from conversations between Simon Goodwin and Marcel Kil-
gus.

The atmosphere on the Saturday evening at QL is 21 has been echoed by numerous
after show conversations in the New Canton restaurant in Eindhoven; b! "after hours"
at other continentai shows; by social activities during the North American show
weekends; and by the former lrish Republic"piss-ups'
Creativity and relaxation often go together During our social moments many imprac-
tical and hair-brained schemes are discussed, but also seeds are sown that blossom
into worthwhile QL projects.

The internet has provided us with a rapid means of keeping in touch with one ano-
thet and sometimes on the Ql-users email group there are suggestions we should
use these possibilities more. Some have argued, for example, that Quanta should
hold all its committee meetings by internet or video conferencing links.

I have my doubts and much prefer the personal contacts. Perhaps some of the ad-
vocates of internet meetings are being more theoretical than practical. lndeed when I

suggesled on the email group that we could have some form of internet link with
Ql-ers worldwide at QL is 21, I received only one response.

One of our greatest strengths in the QL community is the international friendships
that have been formed over 21 years. More recently these have been strengthened
by internet contacts. Many of us now have
"email'friends we have never met. Valuable
though these are, there is nothing to beat
the rare occasions when we are able to
eat, drink and make merry together

;n liili



QL is 21 Software Updates
Two commercial programs {QDT and Launchpad)
and one freeware program {OL2K) were updated
by their authors for the QL is 2I show in

Portsmouth:

QDT
The new functionality includes,
QDT: drag and drop full desktop moves
enabled
lconDraw: Colorpicker and background color
check
lnstaller: detection of installed QDT database and
fast updating of files
Work continuing lowards the next release:
QDT drag and drop - copies and execution
File Manager

Future updates will also be made available
through downloads from the QDT web site so
you won't have to wait for shows to get them.
Shortly after the show Jirn Hunklns wrote:
I have posted on my software site the first pass
for the QDT Fib Manager's folder Between Thor-
sten's graphics and Marcel's update to Albin's
Easy Menu {you are seeing the Easy Menu
version), it really is saving me lots of time, Take a

look and occasionally recheck the site. As I flush
more details into it, I will update this site with
newer captures and a breakdown of what the
different windows are for and the full feature set.
Also, for those who aren't able to get the
updates from your distributors, I have posted
information on how to get the updates by email
through a link on the web site for now (please
follow the simple directions completely to avoid
delays). Direct download updates will be made
available once I do some web site development
to support it.

Sof tware main page, http://www.jdh-stech.com

LAUNCHPAD
Dilwyn Jones wriles;
I've updated my web site to reflect the fact that
Launchpad v2.01 is now available from me. lt will
be available from other resellers shortly
There is a demo version and some sample
screen shots on the Launchpad page on my web
site - from the home page, go to the About The
QL section and follow the link to the Launchpad
page.

Launchpad 2 needs a recent pointer environment
(v2.01 included for QDOS systems) or SMSQ/I
supporting Window Manager 2.

Version 2 of Launchpad supports System Palette
colour themes (use QCoCo theme files directly
some samples supplied with Launchpad and
QCoCo) and features a new shortcut toolbar at
the top. lt also features better support for back-
ground colours and images (wallpaper) than the
old version as you'll see from the sample screen
dumps. The accessory programs have been up-
dated too {the new versions are included in the
Launchpad trial version download).
For those people still not using Window Manager
2 the old version will remain available, but future
development will focus on the new version, as it's
so much better - it has more of the feel of a 21st
century front end on systerns tike QPC2 for
example.
Dilwyn also announced that in future registered
users of Launchpad will be able to download up-
grades from his web site. He has already emailed
passwords to them. At the time of writing
Launchpad had reached version 2.05. This ver-
sion allows Launchpad to use the latest version
of Filelnfo.
wunrt dilwyn.uk6. neVgen/launchpad/launchpad.html

QL2K
Jinmy Montesinos announced a new version of
QL2K (v0.1 Build 096a) which can be downloaded
from:
http://wwwjadiam.org/QL

Marcel Miscellany
llarcel Kilgus writes;
QPC Price
For those who have missed the all-time-low price
we offered QPC for at 'QL is 21", don't fear, to
honour the QL's 21 birthday we have perma-
nently reduced QPC's price to 60 FUR. That's a

4006 cut, so I hope it is some inclination to finally
jump on the bandwagon for the few remaining
QPC-less souls out there ;-)
As a matter of fact, lo not punish any user for
having bought QPC earlier: this price has been
valid for a few months now we only now go
public with it, Upgrade prices have been reduced
accordingly.

SMSQ/E 3.11 for QPC
You'll probably have noticed that there was no



SMSQ/E 3.11 for QPC so far There are 2 reasons
behind this: 3.11 is mostly a mainlenance release
for allplatforms OTHER than QPC, because it con-
sists of numerous fixes that have been submitted
by me to Wolfgang when I re-synchronised my
sources with the official ones. The second
ressot't: l've gained much too much experience
over the years than to do hurrred last-minute
releases. lt's usually more lrouble than good.
Anyway, people wanting to finally get started to
use Wollgang's cool Home-Directory thing will be
served soon. Bul I'd like to sort oul some stuff first.

New QPAC2/Qascade
These two have also been amended by me to
take advantage of the HD-thing. Release will fol-
low soon. Let me also thank Thierry for updating
Filelnfo2, this was the essential missing bit in our
whole endeavourl

Aurora-GD2
This is now free and its source-code will be deli-
vered along with the official SMSQ/E sources.
This also removes the problem of having 2 gold
card versions.

New PE (Pointer Environment)
The latest releases of the PE for QDOS had
numerous problems due to version conflicts in

the source files. I have spend some time fixing
those, and it seems to work fine again But not
having heard {m)any complaints I guess nobody
really uses them anymore anyway.

Finally some "classic"

Simon Goodwin's talk at 'QL is 21" has inspired
me to do something. The first version actually
already was capable of booting while I was still

staying at Jochen's home :-) I did it lust for fun
and it's probably pretty useless, but have a peek
at the result yourself'
wwwkilgus.neUimages/q pc+lassic. pn g

Nearer Perfection
Malcolm Cadman writes;
The following software versions are being made
available to download from my personal web site,
or pd$e:
www.mcad.demon.co.uUlquan.htm

Available now;
Perfection v6a12 - size 68kb, an Update of QL
Perlection Wordprocessor (c) Digital Precision
1993 - new version available as v6a12, authored
by David Gilham ol the London QL & Quanta
Group

This version includes the new Perfection binary
together with new Configurator which has lhe
llrboTookit as a part of the binary both are inclu-
ded in the Zip file.
This is to make the version compatible with as
wide a range of QL systems as possible.
Please also look at the supplied Readme for
contact details.
This enhanced version of Perfection takes ad-
vantage of the larger screens available with
SMSQ/E and QPC2.
This distribution should be treated as an update
only for current owners of Perfection.

To be available Soo0: {d reworking is currently
taking place)

Shell v1.11 - size 182kb, an Update of QL Shell -

(c)Adrian lves - Freeware - new version available
as v1.11 authored by David Gilham of the London
QL & Quanta Group.
This version includes bug fixes and has better
line editing features.
Together with the use of an additional library by
Jonathon Hudson to work better on Q40/Q60
computer hardware.
lncluded is a new command - WMOV - to move
and resize the main window, which takes advan-
tage ol the larger screens available with SMSQ/E
and QPC2.

Available now'
Words.zip - Large Dictionary in qtyp format -

suitable for QWORD by Rwap Software - size
969k. Additional dictionary adapted from a public
domain source, by David Gilham of the London
QL & Quanta Group

A Tight Squeeze
SMSQ/E for the Q40/60 has now reached ver-
sion 3.11 and with it comes a problem that it will
soon have grown too big for the ROM chip that
contains it.
W olf gang Le ner z explains:
The current version of SMSQE for the QxO is

about 250 KB long,
It was suggested to me that the home thing
should be incorporated into SMSQI, which will
make SMSQI for the QxO about 254 KB long.
We are now approaching very closely the 256
KB limit which the current ROMs for the QxO can
handle. The olher versions of SMSQ/E don't
have that problem, since they are always loaded
into RAM anyway.
I'm told that it might be possible to use larger
Eproms on the QxO for this, to give us 512 KB of
ROM space, which should be enough for the



foreseeable future. I have already tried to source
these Fproms here in France, but have been
unable to find any suitable Eproms {!}.

Of course we could probably take some langua-
ges out and make them into independent
LRESPR files, thus making SMSQ/E smaller for
the time being, but that is lust a stopgap mea-
sure -soon we will face this limit again
I personally am not really bothered by this since I

generally load SMSQit into RAM even on a Q60.
So I would like the resellers, notably, but also the
QxO users, to tell me whether there are really
users out there that will ask for upgraded ROMs
for their QxO.
lf yes, how many? lf it turns out that larger
Eproms cannot be built into the Qx0, where do
they suggest that we go from here?

Would they be content with the upgrades to be
put into RAM?
The general consensus among Q60 users on
the email users group was that loading into RAM
was acceptable although a minority preferred re-
tention of the ROM chip for security and occa-
sional backwards compatibility. Peter Graf added
that suitable larger EPROMS are available'
"lt is possible to use larger EPROMS, but they
are 4Mbit chips (256Kbit x16j which results in
1024 KB of ROM space.
There are several manufacturers and differenf
naming conyenlions. The one which is at lhe
moment easy lo get for me is the 27C4002'140
from Sll
Derek Stewart of D & D Systems added that he
had had only one request for SMSQ/E on
EPROM, but it would make sense to use larger
chips in order to give flexibility to the operating
syslem authors.

The "Home Thing"
Two ol our news items conlain references to the
'Home Thing'. For those of us not familiar with
the term, Marcel Kilgus provided an explanation'
'Let's say you have a directory winl-myprogs-
and a basic program winl-myprogs-test-bas.
lf you now execute it using
EX winl:nyprogs-test-bas
you can use, within the program, the function
HOME_FII,E$

lo get the string
Itwinl-myprogs-test_bas rf

i.e.'from what file was lstarted", using
H0lm_rrR$
you get
trwin]-Jn;progs_rr

i.e. 'in what directory was I started" and some
more features.

This can for example be used to store configu-
ration files along with the program, like in
OPEN-lN n3, HOMF-DlR$&"test-cfg"
will load the file "test-cfg" that is in the same di-
rectory as your basic program, no matter where
your program is locatedl No manual path configu-
ration needed."

Bill's Last Stand
Veteran trader Bill Richardson has announced
that QL is 21 will probably be the last show he
attends. ln his own words,
'Bill Richardson wants to clear
a lol of his stock of QL and
ZBB at very low prices and
will probably be at his last
show unless something else
lurns up. fhe QL nay be 21,

but I am Bl and ifs time I should pack up, hav
ing sold over 40AA QL, and 10000 Speclrums
and associafed bifs and pieces. I have had a
great time, made many friends and I am naw
spending more lime on fhe fringes of politics
and writing, so very sincere thanks to all the
friends I have been privileged to meet over 30
years or so.'

An Old Friend
Dilwyn Jones received an unexpected message
from an old QL programmer Peter Jeffries'
"Hi, I was dusting of my resume, and a random
google found my name (Peter Jefferies) men-
tioned by you in a QL thread, in April this year:

I'm very glad the QL is still going, and sad I

missed the 21st year reunion. I guess I'm a traitor
moving on to video games.
PS. latest: wwwmidway.com/rxpage/
Game_Mortal Kombat:Shaolin Monks.html

Still I've been California for 10 years now writing
violent video games and enjoying the weather
and missing the pubs.

lf you remembe[ drop me an email when there is

another 30th? reunion.'
Dilwyn reports that Peter Jefferies wrote a num-
ber of programs for Sector Software {Taskmaster
and Flashback for example) and also had con-
nections to an early disk interface manufacturer

Quantum Leap Software
Phoebus Dokos writes:
Please add to the news for next issue that my
mailing address has changed to,
Quanlum Leap Software - Phoebus Dokos
1037 Hartman Drive
lndiana, PA 15701 (USA)



Continuing on from GC43

lf we are given a Lame curve we can now calcu-
late the area and length To seek other Lame
curves with the same area, or with the same
length, we can alter the two end points Lama and
Lamb and we can alter the two exponents Lamn
and Lamm. lf we keep two parameters as given,
and change a third, might there be a solution for
the fourth parameter that results in a Lame curve
with the same area, or same length?

This is the sort of question I had in mind at the
end of GG43 where we also asked about finding
Lame curves where arclength was equal to area
under the curve, such as the quadrant of a circle
with radius 2.

arclength = area? Well of

the axes were both SQRT{B), then the length of
the diagonal would be 4 and also the area of the
triangle would be 4. Next I set up conditions
when the axes were not equal, and to my sur-
prise found that all solutions {where the diagonal
straight line segment had a length numerically
equal to the area of the triangle) were tangent to
the circle of radius 2, This could be a well known
theorem in geometry, anybody recognize it? I

passed it on to a math professor at the Universi-
ty of Delaware, who said he'd inflict it on his stu-
dents.

Again to keep it simple, I reasoned that for bolh
Lame axes equal, and both Lame exponents
equal, there would be a whole family of Lame
curves where the axes were between 2 and
SQRT(B), with corresponding exponenls between
2 and 1. Sure enough we found that to be lrue

!tisting
100 REMark tria21*bas
110 REMark HlSchaaf Nov 21, 200t
120 REMark fot GG 41
730 :

140 FiXMark right triangle geometry
150 REMark ratio of area to length of hSpotenuse
160 REMark circle radius = 2 * ratio of (area/length)
770 :

180 I,ITV : PAPER 0 :INK
190 INPUT #0; I ratio
200 cirad = Zxta2L :

210 cirad = (2xra2l)
220 REMark draw first quadrant circle in green
230 INK 4 : ARC eirad,0 T0 0rcirad, PI/2 : INK ?
240 fiEMark show tangent lines
250 FOR angle = PI/32 TO PI/1 STEP Pl/32
260 x = cirad/SlN(angle) : y = cirad/C0S(ang1e)
220 area = (yxx)/Z : hypot = SQRT((yxy)+(xxx))
280 LINE 0,y T0 x,0 : LINE 0,x T0 y,0
290 ra2h = (area/hypot)
300 PRINT #0rra2h,hypot,cirad
3L0 PRINT #0;u the area of the triangle is equal to t!;area
320 PRINT #0;t' and ttre length of the h5potenuse is = tr;h5pot

330 PRINT #0i" Ratio of area to length = 'r;ra2h
340 PRINT #o;ttRadius of arc = 'rlciradlI = 2 * t;ra2b
350 PAUSE

360 END FOR angle
370 :

i 380 REMark end of
L*,

Lame curves where
course we can't mix
dimensions, so it is

silly to have linear
length in inches
equal to area mea-
sure in square in-

ches. Comparing ap-
ples to oranges, etc.,
but the number of
apples could equal
the number of oran-
ges, and the number
of linear unils could
equal the number of
areal units.

It appears that there
are infinitely many
such curves.

To make it simpler I

thought about
straight lines, when
both Lame expo-
nents are 1. First I

tried to find a sym-
metrical case where
both axes are the
same. A little algebra
convinced me that if

-1
*''u

j

7 : SCALE 72,0,0 : CI^S

of area to length desired ? t;ra2L
REMark cirele radius

I
i

..-3

listlng tria2l-bas



ln the {irst quadrant we find that there is a simple
relation belween the radius of a circular arc and
the tangent lines to that arc, which set the ratio
of triangular area to tangent line length.

The mercifully short listing tria2l-bas illustrates
the simple cases when the Lame exponents are
1. You are invited to put in a desired ratio.

Next I asked myself about Lame curves with
equal exponents greater than 2 and found that
when the exponents were greater than 2, the
axes were less than 2: when the exponents
were less than 1, the axes were greater than
SQRT{B). There is a zone of uncertainty when
axes drop below 1.893 or so which is turning out

to be curiously fun to explore, and may be due to
errors in rounding, or even in the algorithms I'm

using. I find two solutions when the axes are
1.893, when both the exponents of 3.905742 and
5.006558 give Lame curves where Area equals
Length of 3.311347 and 3.40522 respeclively

lf I can clean up the basic I used and get it into a
'neat' form I'll try to have that ready for the next
GG.

My version of sudoku solving with the QL solves
9 out of ten, so I'll keep mucking about with il,

The real challenge would be to knowingly create
viable puzzles using the QL, anybody want to
show us how?

Definitely the most requested feature for
SMSQ/E is background updating of covered
windows. At least lgot the wish a bazillion times.
I usually lust issue my standard answer of "yes,

that would be great, but it's probably a huge job
and ldon't know anybody willing to do it', but lasl
time was different I don't know whyr but back
then ljust fired up my trusty QD editor and went
ahead, read hundreds of lines of code and pro-

duced a few more. Just for fun and out of curi-
osity. With that modification the PRINT command
didn't block anymore and when switching back
to the SBasic window it was updated to reflect
the most up-to-date view. Very exciting.
From then on things were happening prelty fast I

was so drawn into the whole idea that I subse-
quently spent whole days improving the code,
solving more problems and, most of all, adding a
routine that updates the parts ol the background
window that are still visible. Everything came
together far faster than I ever anticipated and,
long story short, today I have a version that can
do most graphics operations in the background
withoul much if any noticeable slow-down.

When?
The next question I anticipate is "when will it be
available', lo which the answer always is "when

the time is ripe". lt works so well that I will definitly
not be putting it back inlo my drawer but good
software takes time. I originally anticipated at least
3 months of development and testing, but
currenlly it looks like it willbe ready for prime-time
a lot sooner I've been working on a lol more
parts of SMSQIE, too, and lhese additions and
improvements will be released first, though.

How much?
Even though I could have done so, I have decided
not to do this as a commercial add-on but will
donate it to the SMSQ/E project as a whole. Still,

a lot of time has been put into this feaiure for it
to work so flawlessly I actually became a full-
time SMSQ/E developer for a while to pull it off.
Good thing that I'm still a student... So if you're
one of the people that have waited for years for
this feature to become reality, do like my solution
and want to voluntarily give something back in
return, you will not hear me saying 'n0". After
QL21 lnot only got bills but also speeding tickets
(well, one) to pay! At least give me some feed-
back, please

For which?
It works in QL colours and in both 256 and 65536
colour mode. I designed the code to be platform
independant, so it should work on any machine
thal runs SMSQ/E. Currently only a QPC version
exists, though, which is the idealplatform as it in-

corporates an accelerated screen driver that can
do block moves (and thus the whole background
updating) lightning fast. The updates are done
asynchronously and will automatically happen
more seldom on slower platforms. I expect the
QxO to perform noticeably slower than QPC
while still having a decent performance, the
speed of the Gold Card version remains to be
seen. At least some more tuning will probably be
needed there, ln any case the whole mechanism
can be globally turned on and ofl with the default
probably being off to maintain compatibilitlr



What about PDUPICE?
Even though my code was developed completely
independantly, there have been predecessors,
namely the PEX/PICE combination. PEX did the
job of letting applications continue in the back-
ground and PICE periodically redrew all hidden
windows. ln essence, what ldo is pretty similar to
this duo, the main difference being that my code
is much more integrated into the pointer environ-
ment. More calls can be executed in the back-
ground and while PICE did have to redraw all

windows all the time my code knows what win-
dows have been changed and can thus work
much more economically Plus, of course, only my
code supports the higher colour modes.
PEX, on the other hand, was much more con-
figurable and came with lots of new Basic
commands. So lar my code worked so well that
this didn't seem necessary though.

How?
A short summary for the technically rnclined,

when a window overlaps another the PE auto-
matically saves the contents of the overlapped
window into a memory area called the "save

area"" When the window subsequently gets
picked to the top the area is restored and the job

can continue to work. All drawing calls normally
only work directly on the screen, ie. when the
window is fully visible, otherwise they block.
My code now make the draw routines believe
that the screen memory is really located in the
existing save area of the window. As this is

exclusive to the window the call can always
succeed and doesn't need to block. The window
is then entered into an update queue, which the
system periodically checks and when necessary
copies any visible parts from the save area to
the actual screen. The code used to check
which parts are visible is a classic recursive
'divide and conquer"algorithm, it keeps dividing
the window unlil it finds all whole rectangles that
are not covered by other windows.

Finally
I really hope you find these developments as
exciting as I do and perhaps motivate you to
spend more time with our beloved system Or
dare lsay even create some new applications?

You can find out whether updates are available
by looking at Marcel's website from time to
lime:
www.kilgus.net

@ Fpee iilcn-n*s!
JUST WOBDS!

Four years ago Just Words! published its rhyming dictionary using the slogan "Flighty
Aphrodite in a mighfi1 nightie". Since then the pragram has been used by a small, but
enthusiastic, group of buyers for writing everything from rock lyrics ta anti-abortion
songs. After four years of use the nightie has become a little bit warn and threadbare, so
we have given Aphrodite a brand new nightie in GDZ colours. To claim yaur free new
nightie, just produce your master dfsk.

Also available is the GD2 version of Auto-Graph, which completes the upgrading of the
Just Words! program range in the new calours- Our freeware range upgrades can be
downtoaded from aur website and our commercial range will be upgraded free on charge
on production of your master disk.

lUgf n/OROgt @ileRqnilrr* Ab7?OAy ail rs lfirv pasusurtvo rEaR

Geoff Wicks, 56 Peveril Crescent, West Hallarn, Derbyshire DE7 6ND, U.K.

Tel: *44 (0)115 - 930 3713 email : gwicks@beeb. net
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Before we launch into a full discussion of that
thorny subject, the BOOT file, we should really
tackle what it is we are trying to load and why

Now what do I mean by essen-
tial software?
Let's say right from the beginning, I am not trying
to convince anyone to go out and buy more
software and I am not saying that this is the solu-
tion for everyone. What I am saying here is that
this a set ol solutions that I find works and that I

regard essential for a rounded system, ln the
course of this I will also mention alternalive solu-
tions that cover the same area. Many of the pro-
grams and exlensions I describe are freely
downloadable or obtainable from PD sources so
this is not a big advertising campaign.
One other thing to mention is my own attitude to
software and computer use in general. As many
of you will know from the articles and Byts of
Wood columns I have contributed before, I be-
lieve in making the system do the work. lam hap-
py to use the Pointer Environment and the other
tools available to me to make life easier This
whole section is biased in that direction lf you
feel strongly that this is not the way we should
be going I would be very happy to include an

alternative viewpoint in this series. I have said
from the start that I do not want this to be my
endeavour alone so sharpen up your Quill and
contribute.
I will start by assuming that you have a system
with either a hard drive or twin HD drives and
sufficient memory to load a suite of programs. I

suggest this would need to be to be at least
2Mb. I will not go too far into loading and running
the programs I menlion here since that will be
covered later in the series.

Basel i ne
So what is the baseline here? The foundation
stone upon which you build your system. lt is, of
course, the Operating System. The original QL
had an operating system on ROM Swilch it on

r,; i
and there it is. The familiar three screens. There
was a gradual progress through the Operating
Systems from the original ROMS through JM to
the final JS version. These were augmented by
toolkits of various kinds the most common of
which was TKll. This was originally available as
an add on ROM which plugged into the ROM slot
of the QL. lt was later included in the firmware for
the later Trump Cards, Gold Cards and SuperGold
Card. Toolkit ll added a number of vital improve-
ments to the basic O/S and refinements to the
QL's command set. As a minimum requirement for
a basic system we therefore need TKll.
Sometime after the JS ROM, Minerva was
launched. This was another improvement on the
original QL system adding some features that are
still not available on the current 0/S front runner
Minerva was a replacement ROM which, in its final
form had a battery backed clock and an l2C in-

terface. TKll was still a useful add-on 1o this,
however so it still needed to be loaded.
As with all improvements there were problems
Software that took shortcuts and did not obey
lhe rules that were set down in the original speci-
fication fell over and did not work correctly but
well written soflware ran fine and new software
could take advantage of the new facilities rt gave
the programmers.
The next advance was the Pointer Environment
and this affected the way in which the QL's win-
dows could be saved and restored and added
support for pointing devices as well as adding in

a host of other new functions, I suppose it is at

this point I will be parting company with some of
the QL enthusiasts who believe that the compu-
ter does not need these exlensions and that it

delracts from the function of the machine Still,

stay with me to the end and see if it has any rele-
vance to the way in which you use your machine.
There is no reason at all why you should not
select in your BOOT file whether to load the PE.

or not and have two different systems for diffe-
rent uses.
The latest operating system is SMSQ/E. This
took many of the older systems and added them



together into a single file which could be loaded
by a single line in the BOOT file. SMSQ/E added
many new features to the QL and, over the years
since rt first came out, it has grown impressively.
Again you may regard me to be biased but I am
not trying to sell you anything * be it software
hardware or even concepls - I am really trying lo
see how people can gel the best oul the ma-
chine they are using.
Just to draw a line in the sand here then let us
consider what the minimum hardware and soft-
ware components we need to start to build up,

what lconsider to be, a comprehensive system.

Hardware
From the hardware aspect I would say we would
need a JM or JS QL US preferably) a Gold Card

{because that would give you at least 2rnb of
RAM a battery backed clock, TK ll and an HD
disk interface.) and a set of twin HD disk drives.
We could add to that one of Tony Firshman's
RomDisQ creations which would give you fast
and efficient storage. Anything more sophistica-
ted than that would be a bonus. A Super Gold
Card would give you more speed, memory and
the ability to attach a parallel printer and a couple
more drives. A Qubide would give you access to
a hard drive, although you would need a power
supply for it, and casing the whole thing up in a
small PC box with a superHermes would allow
you to use a better keyboard. Of course the end
result would not be a classic QL but it would
work betler

Software
From the software side of the fence I would say
that the minimum would be, apart from the opera-
ting system itsell TK ll and the Pointer [nviron'
ment files. Both of these are now freely distribut-
able although it is difficult to get a software only
version of TK ll. I would suggest that SMSQ/E is

a worthy route to take for reasons given above
and in the'SMSQ/E Features'box.l regarded it as
worth buying for easy way it gives access to
DOS format disks alone. One of the great as-
pects of SMSQ/E is that it is multi platform. The
same commands will work on a QXL, Super Gold
Card QL, Q40, Atari or QPC2. Some functions are
hardware specific but the commands exist in all

versions {or they should} so a program that tries
to issue the command will not crash or give an
error From here on I will discuss what more you
can add to these basic systems and what it will
give you.

Extend Yourself
Before we take any giant steps in software we
need to look at the other extensions we may
need to add to get a good use from the system.
Some software requires other extensions to be
in place belore we can use it. One of the more
ubiquitous of lhese is Jochen Merz's Menu Ex-
tensions. Many programs need these to be in-

stalled and they do provide functions that many
programs can call upon to provide easily recog-
nisable common menus for a variety of tasks.
These include the loading and saving of files,
text entry and selection from lists. lf you use any
of the programs that need these extensions they
will usually be provided with the package. Some
programs, many ol Geoff Wicks 'Just Words'
programs for instance and some PD stuff , have
both menu and non-menu driven versions and so
do not provide the extensions on the master
disks.
There are a couple of other extensions we may
need to load. lf you use the QTYP spelling
checker you will need to load the QTYP-SPELL
extension for instance and, since many programs
are in compiled Qliberalor or Turbo code You
should think about loading these extensions too.
For a long time the Turbo toolkit was incompa-
tible with the Pointer Environment but over the
last few years it has been modified and updated,
largely due to the efforts of George Gwilt and
David Gilham and now it will run very happily -
even under SMSQ/[. Another extension that is
getting to be more popular is the one which al-
lows the setting of environment variables. lf you
run Qascade or MicroEMACS, for instance, you
will have to load ENV-BIN and to set the varia-
bles in the BOOT file. I will not go too deeply into
this now because it will be tackled in the BOOT
file section which is coming up in the next issue.
All of the above items are needed to be able to
run some programs. lf you are running a program
which needs a certain extension you will find it
mentioned in the manual {and you all read these
from cover to cove[ don't you?). You may also
find a BO0T file on the master disk and this will
load all of the extensions you need to run that
program on a 'clean' machine. By studying that
BOOT file you should be able to see if you need
to load anything else to incorporate il into your
system.

Extend You r Fu nctionality
So, assuming we have our basic requirements in
place, what do we want to do with the system?



File handling is an essential function isn't it? We
have a file, let us call it FLPI-DATA-TXT and we
want to make a copy of that file on FLP2-. What
could be simpler say our purists, than going to
the command line and typing :

COPY FLPI-DATA-TXT TO FLP2-'ATA-TXT

OK that is fine il that is all you are doing but what
if the disk has 20 files on it and you want to copy
15 of them? A file handler would be a good op-
tion. There are a few of these available for the
QL. Some are freeware and in the Public Domain
libraries and some are commercial and cost
money My personal recommendation would be
difficult because I use three different file handlers
depending on circumstances. Hold onto your
seats here because I am going to talk about
npAc ?qr,1vL.

QPAC 2 scares a few people. You will find many
QL users who have it in therr disk box and have
never used it and don't understand how to use it.
Again I am not going to go into a big discussion
of QPAC 2 here. You will find that in one of the
back issues of this magazine {Volume 5, issue 6}

but I will repeat here that QPAC 2 is a great col-
lection of tools which make the QL easier to use
once you have mastered a few simple concepts.
It was, as I have said before, hamstrung at the
start by a BOOT file that did not load the pro-
gram bul ran a tutorial which iust lefi the user
puzzled and a manual which got too complex
loo soon. That said QPAC 2 is loaded by just a
simple
LRESPR dev-QPAC2

and the file menu can be called up by typing
HCNP I FIIES '

Have a look back at the issue I mentioned above
and see how useful it can be and how many
other neat fealures are in this bundle. lt is still the
file manager I use the most, probably because of
the way it can be called with a set directory pre-

loaded. lt does lack a few features though. One
of these is the ability to clone a disk with sub-
directories or even just copying a subdirectory
to a new location. For those tasks I use CUE-

SHELL which also has a couple of good tricks up
its sleeve. The third, in my trilogy of File handlers,
is Disk Mate 5 which I bought from its author at a
show in Holland back in 1992. This again has a
few useful features not seen in the other two.
One of these is lhe ability to copy a disk and
then to repeat the copy over again with one click

or keypress. Useful when making many identical
disks.
One other basic requirement is running a pro-
gram and then loading data into il. We do this all

the time don't we? ln the old, non pointer world
we would go to the command line and type,
EX DEV.PROGRAM

then find the files menu and locate the data and
load it into the program. How much nicer would
this be if we could jusl find the data we want to
load and just click on that knowing that the
system would be able to find the right program
and start it automatically for us and then load the
data into it. Well Filelnfo 2 will do all of that and
more - and it is free! lt does take a little setting
up but that is covered in Volume 4lssue 5 of this
maoezino All throo filo maneoorc I harro mon-

tioned here have hooks in them to use this soft-
ware Of all the essential pieces of software I

mentioned in this article Filelnfo2 goes right up to
the top of the list wilh QPAC 2.

Ztp ltl
Many of the PD disks and lnternet downloads
these days come as ZIP files with the programs
and data compressed into a smaller file. This is
useful for a fast download and to gel more onto
a small disk and it is also useful when dragging
executable files off the internet because, if you
unzip a Ql-program into DOS, you will destroy
the file header and the prograrn will not run when
you transfer it to the QL. Now you can run unzip
from the command line by typing 

'
H( dev-UNZIP [conmand] ( f itenarne ) ( destination)

There are a number of options and commands
you can use to get exactly the output and desti-
nation you want and once again this can be
found in the backpages of this magazine {Volume
4 lssue 1).

As you suspect, howeve[ I prefer an easier route.
For a simple unzip to RAMI- I have set up File-

lnfo2 to do just that when I execute a file with a
'*ZlP' extension' because Filelnfo2 will allow me
have a menu of options when I click on a file I

have also set it up to call ACP {The Archivers
Control Panel) and load the zip file into it. ACP
has a whole host of advanced controls in it so I

can adjust what happens with my zip file con-
tents from there. Another essential program then,
and they are both written by the same person,
Theirry Godefroy.



Control the Screen and Access
the Programs
Of course, what you really need to do with a

computer is to run programs and the ease with
which you can do this is the test of how good
your setup is. You can remember what each
program you use is called and where it is on the
master drive and just go to the command line and
type:
EX DEV.PROGRAII{

The Pointer Environment brought in the HOTKEY
System which means, that by means of a line in

the BOOT file, you can call a program with just a
simple two key combination. Not a bad system
but you do have lo remember which key is which
and, considering many QL programs start with
the letter 'Q'(l wonder Qhy) it does not lend itself
to intuitive set ups.
You also can use a file manager such as QPAC 2,

CUTSHELL or Disk Mate 5 to locate the program
and lust execute it lrom there or you can have
some kind of shortcut on the screen which will
launch it for you.

QPAC 2 has a button frame which can do this for
you. When I first got into using QPAC 2 I had a
mass of buttons on the screen and I used these
to run all o{ the programs I usually called in a ses-
sion. This was effective, if a little greedy for
screen real estate. One advantage of the button
frame which I still use now is that, when a pro-
gram is'put to sleep', it sits in the button frame
until you need it again.

Qascade came along next and that freed up the
screen so I could have a whole collection of
menus calling both programs and dala into use.
This also hooks into Fileln{o 2 and is an extreme-
ly flexible way to have a lot of data and executa-
bles at your fingertips. This is a very flexible tool
and is just one button to start with, growing into
as many submenus as you think you will need. I

will cover Qascade in a little more detail later in
the series but there are a couple of articles on it
in the back issues alread5r
Now we have two new kids on the block. Dilwyn
Jones' Launchpad and Jim Hunkins' QDT Both of
these work from icon / folder based systems and
both can be used to set up programs for easy
access.

Programs The Tools For the
Job
Finally we come to the programs themselves. lt is
hard to have an 'essential selection' here be-

cause it will depend on what you do with the
system and how you feel about the different
methods of interacting with it. I suppose, out of all

the choices you can have, one vital piece of soft-
ware is Xchange which will give you access to all

ol the old files produced on Quill, Archive, Aba-
cus and Easel {The original QL soltware pack-
age) but put them in one program which willmulti-
task correctly. I would also suggest that FiFi is

very useful (the program not the french au pair),

especially for people with hard drives and a few
years of data on them. Sometimes you just can-
not recall what that file was called or where you
stored it and FiFi will sniff it out for you.

Qascade comes with a clock button which can
also be used to start two programs. lt displays
the time in the button frame and either a right or
left click can be used to start a program. I use
one of these to start the QPAC l Calendar which
is good for looking up dates and there is another
usefull utility called DIARY-RIXT which will link
into QD so a right click on a date in the calendar
will open QD and allow you to make a Diary
entry The file will automatically have the date
you clicked on as its file name and will be stored
in a subdireclory you have preset in lhe configu-
ration.

I suppose that, out of all the commercial pro-
grams in my box, I would regard QD to be the
most universally useful since it can be linked into
so many things. QD2FI2 will link the F10 function
in QD to Filelnfo 2 so basic programs can be
executed as you write them and other programs
can be called from it. lt is also, ln my opinion, the
best text editor and viewer for the QL. lt may
lack some of the functions of The Editor but it
more than makes up lor that with the functions it
has and the uses it can be put to.

Word processors are a tricky thing on the QL.
Xchange has Quill in it but that is severely limited,
Text 87 is probably the most fully featured and
the one which gives a screen output that is as
close to WYSIWYG {What You See ls What You

Get) as it comes but it is not easy to either set it
up or learn some of its more esoteric functions.
Perfection has just been updated by the London
Quanta group and I will try that out soon Apart
from that we have no other real options.
There are a lot of nice little extensions and pro-
grams out there and sometimes these do not get
found or used enough. HBUtils is one such free
extension which will give you a Clock Button, A
Memview Button and some other stuff. Geoff
Wicks Spell Checker is anolher extension which
sees a lot ol use as does MenuConfig - the
easy way to set up programs with config blocks,
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And Onwards....
I suppose that there are a few programs I have
missed out in this summary and I suppose that
some of you will have their own litlle favouriles
for doing the odd lobs on their own systems.
These were just my choices so feel free to write
in and tell us yours.

Next lssue I will start the task of putting all this
together to make a coherent BOOT file.

From the Back lssues:
OPAC 2 - Volume 5 lssue 6

- Volume 4 lssue 5
- Volume 4 lssue 1

- Volume 4 lssue 6

closely observed by a youth, who obviously
thought I was hanging round the station for ano-
ther purpose, He gave me a nice smile as I left
the concourse to go to the ticket hall and an
even bigger smile when lreturned
Something similar happened the first time I atten-
ded a Manchester show I had scarcely stepped
off the train before a young lady offered to take
me to places more interesting than a local scout
hut.

My first memories of a Porlsmouth show were
revived at QL is 21 when Sarah Gilpin thrust a
light blue T-shirt in my hand and said Quanta

The first QL show I ever attended in the UK was
in Portsmouth At the time I was living in the
Nelherlands and my trip to the UK had been one
public transport disaster after another My train
from Amsterdam to Brussels was delayed for an
hour and then my Eurostar connection got stuck
in the Channel Tunnel for over 30 minutes. Io add
to my sorrows there were engineering works
delaying London * Portsmouth trains.
After the show late at night I went to check train
times, and wandered round and round the station
unsuccessfully trying to find a poster giving de-
tails of the engineering works. My behaviour was



Committee members were to wear one through-
out the show I do not usually wear T-shirts,
especially T-shirts with slogans. Printed on the
back of this one were the words'
IAM A QL'ER

A loyal
sentiment,
but unfor-
tunately, if

the T-shirt
was slight-
ly crum-
pled, from
a distance
it seemed
lo bear a

different
message. There were also engineering works
this time, but I thought it wiser not to go to the
station wearing my Quanta T-shirt.
To be honest I did think of rebelling by remaining
in civvies, but lhave discovered from experience
that when Sarah Gilpin tells you to do something,
it is better to be obedient.
There were a

few surprises
for the pun-

ters as well.

The night be-
fore the show
the AA had ef-
ficiently sign-
posted direc-
lions to the
hotel, and
when the pun-

ters arrived
they could not creep unseen into the show. Bang
by the hotel entrance was a registration table
where they received their freebie souvenirs, a QL
is 21 computer sticker and a mobile phone rest.
Some hotel guests asked at the show reception

if they could have a look at the show and QL
old-stagers soon found lhemselves answering
eager questions from a group of youihs about
the QL.
At the beginning of August the Quanta Commit-
tee meeting were very worried about QL is 21. I

had to report I was having difliculties in organi-

sing an activity programme and Roy Brereton
that hotel bookings were low. Less than 2 weeks
before the show hotel bookings still disappointed,
but interesl in the show picked up in the last 10

days and some Ql-ers wanting to book a last
minute hotel room discovered they were too late
and had to find accommodation elsewhere. ln the
end 43 people attended the show and 32 stayed
for the celebratory dinner

Quanta had the use of three rooms although two
ol these were formed from a single room con-
taining a moveable partition. We knew these two
rooms were on the small side and planned a full

activity programme to ease the pressure on the
main hall. The hotel's bar and cafe area was
situated between the main hall and the lecture
room and this helped to keep numbers in the
main hall acceptable.



For all that it disappointed. The main hall had to
accommodate not only the traders, but also an
exhibition of QL history, the Quanta library and
anyone else with their machines. The traders had
insufficient room to display their goods, and there
was scarcely room for purchasers to sit com{or-
tably by their tables.

ween them were two tables of hardware, inclu-
ding such things as an OPD, various disk and
other interfaces, a spem digitiser and an omni-
reader Several people, including John Gilpin, John
Gregory and David Batty had helped to hunt
down the hardware. On a nearby table the ori-
ginal QL demonstration program ran continuously
on a Cub monitor

By contrast the lecture hall could not have been
better At the front was a desk for the presenter
and in the body of the hall 30 comfortable seats.
The hotel also provided a flip chart and water
cooler Roy Brereton brought a computer projec-
tor and I had computer speakers.

Dilwyn had mounted his material on card sheets
and these are being preserved for future QL
shows including the Quanta AGM in Manchester
next April.

Five traders attended, plus a "quasi-"trader al-

though trading only took place on the Saturday
The traders were John Merz, Roy Wood, Tony
Firshman, Bill Richardson and mysell although
given the pressure on the main hall I did not set
up a table. Dilwyn Jones was the 'quasi-"trader

with copies of Launchpad and his CD's for sale.
Bill Richardson was a welcome face as he has
not attended a show for some time. He indicated
this was likely to be his last show as he is now
B7 years old. During his time as a trader he has
sold over 4,000 QL's and 10,000 Spectrums.
Opposite Bill's table was the QL history exhibition
that Dilwyn Jones had put together Two display
panels were filled with QL information and bet-

We waited until there were sufficient people pre-

sent before starting the activity programme with
George Gwilt as first presenter George is well
known as the author of TurboPTR, but on this
occasion I asked him to concentrate on the chan-
ges he had made to the Turbo compiler I had
expected his session to be mainly of interest to
programmers, but to my surprise the lecture
room was over half full. He gave details of 7 cor-
rections he had made to Turbo, including making
it pointer environment compatible, and some 5

enhancements. lt is now possible to add configu-
ration blocks to Turbo compiled programs, to
include extensions similar to those in Qliberator
and most recently to pass arrays and variables
by reference How long will it be before Turbo

Marcel lindS someone to'leokr,upit0



Utilities

Sidewriter v1.08
Landscape Printing {6FSOtg pnnrersj
lmageD vI.G3
3D abject generator

Q-Help v1.06
Sup€t$asic or-Screen help s$tem
O-lndex v'tr.05
Kerystd"'o-tapic {inder
ProForma E$C/PZ grivers v1.04 for ProWeSs
Pinlet Driver

We are pr$1.ld to pr€sent our ne\rJ websitesl
Starting $ept€ry1ber. we have separat€d our business ifi three
separatewebsites.

Y$s can iind the.ft at:

<$.ttpJ*rygs,xs-aaadv€nlr$ea.s-oi-1i> {Adventure 6anres}
< hllp;il4tw_lvlqep!9rvig,e-s..Qq,ukl > {General Site) and
< l_tlp,lA$${ry,. {Wgp.s_ofu'tsili, e$,glg > {Sr*hi/are}

;,! ,nf& h@M\Mm{DfrgmLr*r;; €ei.i/' WJh@@N@!
The waitis nowover! Q-W$rd v€rsi*n 1 isfinally availablel

Platforrns:
QpCleXL, Q4S/Q6$, Aurora (with $GC]

Prices:

[ 10.00p

t 10.00p

t 1O.S0p

e 5.COp

I 8.0Op

Applications

Fl&shback SE v2.$3 {upErade cnly}
Oatabase
QL Cash Trader v3.7
AcoauntinglFifrance
QL Payroll v3.5
Actosqti'glFiaafrse
QL Geneato$ist \13.36
Genealogy

Genealogy fsr Windgws
Gl- &enealogist to Windows version ilpgrade

QL Ccsmos v2.04
FIarelffium
Q-Route v2.0$
Route Finding

Llpgrade from vl.n
Sritain map vl.11
BIG Britain map {needs 2Mb} v2.03
Variors Brltain Area maps {ask lor details}
lreland map vl.0S
Belgium map vt.01
Catalonia map v1.*3

P-Word UK gnglish Dictionary (50O"00S wordsl)
Dictionary

f s.OOp

! 5.00p

t 5.00p

e 20.08p

[ 50.0Op
f 25.00p
[ 5.00p

t 25.0Sp

I 5.00p
f z,stp
t s.g$p

ea- f 2"fr0p
S 5.00p
e 2.00p
e z.ssp
S 15.06p

Al[ versiosrs without P-Word
All versions wiih F-Word

t20.00p
r30.Oop

Noies:
G-Word poeg.hl$T require SMSQIE wi& GDz support -OF- SMSQ/Eat_ai! on
theAurora crOxo machines. ltworks 6n the highest colour depth everyvhere
reEardless oi Operaaing Syslem.
?he Aurore version i* availabte on either llD or ED disk. For the lstter add
C1.gd to the pric€. E0 version is uncsmpressed and 9afr be ruft directly from
the {,oppy. Ali olher Floppy versions are compressed. QPCIQXL version
ccrnes s* CS. Ncn CO ver$ioes D0 NgW support diEital sgund on &PCe

Quantum Leap ED Drives
After many years oi u$availability" h*r€ they are aqainl Thes€ are
high quality Mitsuhishi constructedlBM badged drhies with full
waffanty.
tlnlike previor..rsly sold E0 drives, these do not require
FLP_JIGGLE and have no problems formatting 720K disks.
Howeverfgrthe tattera switch is includedwith the cable.

EDBareunit{nocable) [ 2g.9Sp
EDBoxedunit(c*mpletewiihcablelP$tr) f Sg"ggp
Singleunitcable{withswitch) f 4"Sgp
DualunitCable{withtwoswitche$} t s-ggp
{,l,rlore oBtions avaitable, csntact us ior details. Also avaiiabie Il0eS$ quantities
ofEO and D0 diskst,

ffinforwindowg
For Olers that run Windows or wiih incornpatible hardware for
Talent Games, we now hsve re-rgleased these adventures so that
they ean run on your Winds$/$-equipped PC. N6 Emulato{,
floppies, m;crodrive backups etc. required, iust a one-click installl
Of course thefulltll line is still availablel {$ee side column)

Talent Gams$ for Windows ea" g 10.00p
{€ac, Game incr[des a rusfrir€ rtrsfarratiaft af SLAY-Z btr Jimrny Montesinas]

Leisur*

Fletu.* to fden vS.68
Adventu{e
Nemosis Mkll v2.03
Advenlute
The Prawn v2.0.1
Advefiture
Hcrrorday v3.1
Adventurc
West v2"oc
Adveftture
The Lost Kingdom of Zkul v2.01
Advesture

Alt 6 game$ above

D-Day Mktt v3.04
Strategy lwar Sirut ati sn
Grey W0lf v1.08
Graphicalsubmarine Silmulaiio*
War in the East Mkfl v1.24 {upgrade only}
Stnl egy I Wa r S iffi u I at i o n
Open Ga,f v5.2S
Sports Simulation
QuizMaster ll v2.07
Qsrz
Stone Raider li v2.00
Arcada Geme
,"ioverz*ne vl.2
Arcade eame
Deathstrike v-f"5
Arcade Qame
Flightdeck v1.0
FiaEfit Sri*dati<M

t 1S.S0p

[ 8.00p

€ 8.00p

t 8.0Cp

f 5.S0p

[ 5.00p

f 25.00p

e 10.0cp

t LOSp

t 5.0Sp

[ 8.OOp

t 5.00p

s 5.0Sp

t 5.S0p

t 5.0Sp

i 10.00p

All 6 games ahove {Open Golf, Gui:Master ll,Stone
Raider ll, Hoverzone, Dealhstrike and F*ghtdeck) ! 28.OOp

hlotes str So{tsrare requirements
The tollowing programs have a minimum SGC card rcquirem€nl: P-Word,
Qmrd, gtg gritain MA.P ior Q-R0ute

WffiSeew$ffi,
178 Newtciwn Road, Bedwonh, Waruickshire. CV12 8QN
Websiie: http:l/www.rwapscttware.co"uk

i We arcept:
I
I

I r;r;yfi:fi
I v \-€ls! !t1#

t_-'."'--._

United Kingdom. Tel: +44 2476 490616 {From the UK dial: 024?6 49e616)

iFor payFal please add 4ol. to the t$tat price. Chegile€ in f stsrting.nade payable to R. Meller)



replaces Qliberator as lhe preferred compiler for
QL use?
Following his Turbo presentation, George demon-
strated his screen snatcher program This allows
you to save all or part of the screen, and change
its size after saving. The saved screen portion
can then be converted into a sprite. To illustrale
the prograrn's potential George used a photo of
John Sadler in discussion with Tony Firshman. He
cleanly decapitated the latter and made a sprite
of his head, sometimes moving it around the
screen as a transparent sprite and at other times
displaying it in full colour glory

':

:%..:

:l

It was an impressive display, although George
should perhaps be more careful in his future de-
monstrations. lf word gets out that he has been
chopping people's heads olf and proudly display-
ing them on a large screen, he could find himself
banged up in Belmarsh Prison without trial. ior
perhaps even worse deported without mercy to
Scotlandl)
After George, Leon Heller the first Chairman of
Quanta, gave a talk on the early QL and Quanta
days, Leon was one of a number of guests
invited by Quanta to attend the show, several of
whom were prominent QL personalities in the
B0's and 90's, but most did not attend. Two ex-
traders present were Stuart Honeyball of Miracle
Systems and David Batty of Sector Software.
Both during and alter Leon's presentation there
was plenty of time to reminisce.
After our trip to the past, I wanted to bring things
bang up to date by running the games session
However at this point John Mason announced it
was lunchtime, the class truanted en masse and
could not be enticed back for an hour Obviously
eating was more interesting then listening to me.
lintended to start the games session by demon-
strating QWord in an early stage of its develop-
ment to show how the program had changed
beyond recognition once Phoebus Dokus had
done his work. Unfortunately every time I tried

this my laptop reported a display fault. lnstead I

ran QWord as it is normally installed on my ma-
chine, This is the third time I have given a show
presentation of the program and realise it is

slowly becoming'old hat'.
The other program I demonstrated was Per
Witte's D-Miner a sort of mine sweeping game,

which Per wrote as an exercise to learn the new
facilities in EasyPtr 4. lt includes resizable
screens, digital sound, high resolution sprites,
GD2 colours and 3D windows, and would have
been impossible to write a year ago. lf you have
not seen yet seen D-Miner rt is worthwhile to go
to Per's Website,
http://knoware.mysite.f reeserve.com

I am not an enthusiastic games player and (tut!

tutl) had not read the manual, so I could demon-
strale D-Minet but had no idea how to play it. At
this point Per kindly took over from me, and
demonstrated how to play the game, After all

why bother with the rnonkey when the organ
grinder himself is there?
D-Miner led naturally to the next item which was
a talk by Dilwyn Jones, assisted by Marcel Kilgus,
on EasyPtr 4. Dilwyn estimated he would talk for
about 20 minutes with time for questions. I had
planned the session as a specialised topic of in-

terest to a handful of people. Io our surprise the
lecture room was packed out and the session
lasted for almost an hour:

Dilwyn told me he had the impression people
were eager to learn about the pointer environ-
ment and the new colours, but did nol know
where to begin. They had many queslions but
sometimes found it difficult to formulate these.
His concluded lhat we still have a long way to go
in making the pointer environment accessible to
more Ql-ers.
Quanta had some prizes to award to participants
in last year's survey and I had gathered the
Quanta Committee together to announce the
winners before people left the lecture room. We
waited outside experiencing a strange mixture of
disbeliel amazement and ecstasy. lt was probably
the moment we realised the show was a suc-
cess. Who would have expected 30 people to
actively participate in a lengthy discussion on the
pointer environment?
But every high point has its downside. We had
started late, had missed an hour at lunchtime and
now had an event that everyone wanted but
which had taken almost 3 times the allotted time.

The remainder of the activity programme had to
be scrapped apart from the lasl rtem.

The biggest casualties ol this decision were the
two GUI presentations. Both Roy Wood who had



agreed to demonstrate QDT and Dilwyn Jones,
author of Launchpad had asked me to delay their
presentations as long as possible. The updates
of both programs were so recenl that neither had
had the time to prepare a formal demonstration.
Fortunately there were still able to show potential
purchasers the programs at their tables. (Another
program updated for QL is 2i was QLAY but this
arrived too late for the show.)

Simon Goodwin, clad in multi-coloured jacket and
trousers that would require a GD2 system to
display closed the activity program for the day
Simon, who had prepared his presentation at
short notice, provided a counter-balance to the
SMSQIE stuff earlier in the day I had placed him

at the end of the day as I knew he would overrun
his time which, of course, he did. The miscreanls
who had bunked off at lunchtime were happy to
stay listening even after schooltime was officially
oveI
Simon gave a thorough review of his {QL) life-
time's work and the highspot of his presentation
came when he was describing his program to
download images from a Kodak digital camera.
He took a photograph of a person fast asleep in

lhe audience, downloaded it to the QL and pro-
jected it on the large screen.

Earlier in the day Simon had organised an im-
promptu competition in which contestants had to
identify 17 QL related objects and describe their
purpose. Of course, the QL Today team won this
competition with flying colours. Well not quite!

Your intrepid editor recognised only one of the
objects and quickly fled frorn the room. Your
publisher and ex-editor did much better coming
6th and 5th out of 9 entrants respectively. John
Hall was the winner with the maximum possible
score of 20117.

Officially dinner was 7.30 for an 8.00 start, but
most people were in the bar well over an hour
beforehand The term "Carvery Buffet" meant
there was no waitress service, but an initiative
test to discover where the various courses were
being served. Our table sent out Roy Brereton
regularly as a scout to locate our food. There
was much praise for the quality of the meal,

As soon as dinner was over Quanta's chairman,
John Mason, smashed his wine glass with great
enthusiasm and I feared for the moment that he
would move on to trashing his hotel room. The
hotel staff interpreted his behaviour more kindly
and rushed to his assistance as he had cut his

hand. They gave him a plaster in a fetching blue
colour to match his Quanta T-shirt
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John was in fact calling the group to attention for
important Quanta business. Roy Brereton has
served on the Quanta committee in various roles
Ior L7 years. He had intended to stand down at
the last AGM, but had been persuaded back onto
the committee as general organiser of QL is 21

On behalf of Quanta John Mason presented him
with two tnscribed glasses and awarded him ho-
norary membership of Quanta.

After dinner few people left the dining room, bul
moved from table to table Soon there were
some unusual groups of people deep in conver-
sation. John Hall looked around at these groups
and said to me, 'Just what will come out of this?"

Eventually the hotel staff asked us to leave the
dining room and we retired to the bar Some
looked as though they would continue talking
and drinking through the night, but your reporter
was exhausted by the day's proceedings. ln the
true traditions of gutter tabloid lournalism he
made his excuses and left before having lo wit-
ness anything untoward.

Afler the Saturday celebrations, Sunday was a bil
of a downer Most people were up late and many
left for home immediately after breakfast. We
continued with the activity programme, but atten-
dances were low

George Gwilt wanted an early start to his sudoku
presentation as he had a train to catch. He said it
would take just 10 minutes and would be happy
to repeat it for any late-comers. George's sudoku
program does nol actually solve the puzzles, but
does the easy bits for you leaving you with the
challenge of the harder bits of the logic This
session lasted much longer than 10 minutes as
other people, including John Sadler have also
been working on Sudoku puzzles
To my shame I have to admit to an unseemly
spat between John Sadler and myself fighting
like a pair of scavenging vultures over a tasty
morsel. I was hoping to get George's program for
a possible QL Today cover disk and John for the
SQLUG web site. George had to firmly remind
both of us that it was his program.
SQLUG is unique among Quanta sub groups in

having a web site and this hosts most of George
Gwilt's soflware. I hope that more of George's
programs are placed on it so they can become
widely available lo Ql-users, And of course his
programs are written in TurboPtr and then com-
piled by Turbo.
No hard feelings, John. Put George's sudoku and
other programs on your web page and keep
QL-Today informed so that we can give you a

regular plug'
wvnrv.j ms 1 .supanet.com
(By the way do not confuse that jms, as some-
times happens, with Jochen Merz Software)
A small group ol Q60 users then gathered to-
gether to discuss their experiences. I understand
there were no major issues raised at this mee-
ting. One user has been experiencing ditficulties
in accessing some CD-ROMS using the Qubide
interface. George Gwilt also raised an interesting
point. He has used a Q60 for some time, but has
more recently purchased a laptop and QPC2 ln

the pasl he has used some of the instruction set
of the 68020 processor which are not available
on QPC2 as this emulates the 68000 processor:
The final activity was my own presentation on
colours. At the start of the show I had promised I

could teach people to use the new colours using
a SuperBasic program of just 11 lines. I had an

audience of only B people, but I think lhey were
amazed to see how easy it is to program in GD2
colours. For those who had to leave early or who
could not be at QL is 21 I hope to write up this
presentation as a tutorial in this issue of
QL-Today.
The show was over but the Quanta committee
stayed behind to clear up and then had lunch
together We were happy to have run a suc-



cessful show and talked about the future We are
expecting lwo members of the presenl com-
mittee to step down at the AGlvl and thought
about possible replacements. The QL may have
the image of being a computer for the wrinklies,
but this is not entirely true. There is much youn-
ger blood in the community than we realise and
perhaps it is time for them to start thinking about
the Quanta they would like in 2 or 3 years time.

Under the new constitution the next chairman
could be in office for three years. His successor
needs to gain Quanta committee experience
now.

So it's goodbye from me, and I'll see you all in
Manchester next April. Or perhaps not. Who
knows? ll when I step off the train, lmeet another
young lady I might prefer to go to a place more
interesting than the local scout hut.

Now that the 'new" Easy Pointer keywords
MCALLT and RPTR have been properly imple-
mented and debugged, thanks to MarcelKilgus, it
is possible also for Easy Pointer programmers to
creale pop-up help or Hint windows.
You need the latest version of Easy Menu, ie at

least V4.09, and the ptrmen-cde toolkit (of one
sort or another) of at least V4.05.
The program below conlains all you need to
implement basic hinting in your own programs. A
slightly more developed and generalised version
of this program will be available on my web site,
knoware, shortly. lt is basically the same as the
rouline below but allows for long hint texts by
semi-automatically splitting long lines.

The first part of the program is a harness to
enable you to test the roulines. However to get
this program to work you first need to create two
menu definitions in [asy Menu.
The first one is a simple dialog window with lwo
loose items (butlons) and a Menu Application Win-
dow You may already have a menu in your library
lhat you could use for this. lf not, il is easy enough
to make your own in a couple of minules.lt should
look somelhing like the one shown below

It doesnt have to be pretty, just make sure all the
elements are big enough to display the sub-ele-
ments, otherwise you will have problems later
Here I've created a lZBxI4B window, which is

more than ample.
I've set the internal Move sprite as the oblect for
the first lBx1B button and sel its selection code
to 5 (not the character '5' but the code). The
latter means that Easy Pointer will treat a click
automatically as a Window Move request.
Sadly there is no standard Escape sprite, so I've
entered the text tSC in the second, 24x18, but-
ton. lls selection code is 27. Just for decoration
lve added an lnformation Window containing an

lnformation Object consisting of the lext dis-
played Finally, a large, menuless Application Win-
dow takes up the remaining space. I've called
this Menu Definition 'hintdemo' and saved it as
'hintdemo-men'.

The second Menu Definition is more useful as
this can be re-used wherever you need hinting.
Of course, you dont have to use a menu for this;
you could just use a standard console instead.
But using a menu is just simpler as it takes care

of the pointer sprite, shadow etc.
First consider the pointer sprite for this
menu. We dont really want to see a poin-

ter at all, although there has lo be one
present. So the thing to do is to create a

null sprite, ie the smallest possible, invisi-
ble, sprite.
Use [asy Sprite to create a single pixel,

transparent sprite. (lt may be necessary
to make it 2x1 for use on non-SMSQiE
systems ) The new second generation
pointer driver can cope with a 0x0 sprite,
but this cannot be created with Easy
Pointer directly so we'll leave that as an

exercise for the more adventurous reader
Now fire up Easy Menu and load the
saved null sprite into the program



No.

Set that sprite to be the pointer sprite for the
present menu definition. {How? With Outline set
as the item to work with, choose Object; select
the null sprite, click Ok.)

Next choose the outline Attributes and set the
window colour to Hint bg, and the border to Hint
Border No need to fiddle with any other attri-
butes. Finally DO the Change menu to bring up
the outline window metrics and enter the follow-
ing data into the table:

X0 I0 Object

L 4 214 720 2500 92 -) spr

The significant columns here are columns 2 to 5
The rest can be left alone The '4' in columns 2

and 4 signify that the subsequent dimension can
be varied freely ie the window can be any size
larger than 23 x 11 pixels. Finally call your menu
'hint'and save it.

For the sake of the demonstration, put the
hintdemo-men and hint-men file in a folder with
the program file and set the directory in line 1 of
the program below accordingly. ln the real world
you'd add the menus to an app-file or append
them to yotrr prograrn file in sorne other way.

Type in the numbered lines below and you're
ready to rockl

The Pop-up program

1 dir$ = traml_hint_r: rem Home directory
a-

3 sp-hintb# = 5532 rem Hint baekground
/t sp-.trintfgf = 551:, ren Hint foreground
5:

It's useful to have the above palette colour
codes predefined as it saves you having to re-
member the numbers. 0n my website you can
find the whole list; just copy the definitions and
paste them into your program as required,
The next few lines are the harness, although you
will need to add some of the definitions further
down to the initialisation part of your own code
to make the pop-up routines work.

6 din dat$(6, t2)
7 far i% = 0 to dinn(dat$): dat$(if) - rData 

'
&1%

8:
9 cbS = foPen(#0; 'corr-')
10 ndraw#chf; dir$ & 'hintdemo-:nenl
11 mawdraw#chfl; 1, dat$
t2.

The following must be initialised before using
these routines, ie put them in the initialisation part
of your program.

13 tinep$ = 100: rem Timeout before pop-up
1/r timed$ = J00: ren Pop-up clisplay time
u evS = 92 rem Events
L6 Lt% = 1000: l,itf = it$: rern Current and

last items
1? dim nuXQ5): rern Init pointer record
18:
19 wsa = mvdef(#chfi): cla = peek-1(wsa)+ /*8:

rern Ptr to current item
20:

Example of use:

21 rep nain
22 item = ncaaLt(#eh$, eY%, timep$)

'ilem' contains the result of any clicked obiect -
unless nothing was clicked and the routine simply
timed out after timep% frames. ln that case item
contains the code -1280 (see below)

23 pvalr#eh%; pv$: rem Read the pointer reeord
into array

21 if iten = -1280 then
25 rem tined out
26 l-ilu/ = Lt%
27 it pvfi(z) = 0 then
28 it% = L0

The Application Window number is returned in
pvYo{2} {counting starts at 0, with -1 being none).
Here we could calculate the element number and
show a different hint for each menu item. lve just
given a general lD for the whole Application Win-
dow

29 else
30 itS = peelr_w(ej.a) x pv%(z)

it% is the current {highlighted) item - peeked from
the Working Definition.

31 endi-f
32 ff Lf% = litg: next main
33:

Line 32 above implies, Don't display the same
item twice in succession,

se1 on iti
= 0: Pop 'Move Window'
= -1: Pop rQuit Program'
= 10: Pop 'Appwinr
= renainder: Pop tHi.nt denot
enclsel
next main

The above is what happens when MCALLT times
out. Depending on the current item or other re-

turn code, a pop-up window is generated with
the text provided.

else
ifltem<0then
select on item

3l+
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Kaiser-Wilh,-Str. 3O2 D-47169 Duisburg
Tel. O2Og 5O2Oll Fax O2Og 5O2O12
httpl//smsq.i-m-s.Goln smsq@i-m-s,com

QDf - fhe AL Deskfop
QDT brings the QL a modern, easy- and
intuitive-to-use graphical user interface. Arrange
your programs, games, applications in folders, start
your favourite applications with a single click. Fully
configurable!
QDT comes with an automatic installer - like a
guided tour. lnstalling it is as easy as never before!
System requirements,
- SMSQ/E Version 3.06 or later
- Graphics Driver 2 Colour support
-HARD DRIVI with at least 3MB free space.
.4MB RAM
What do you get when you order QDT?

A floppy disk for Aurora or quick-start users.
- A CD ROM containing a QXL.win file, backgrounds, sprite edilor
and many other extras.
-A printed quick-start guide 12 months kee updatesl

QDT costs only EUR 43,- (introduction price, valid u
plus postage (EUR 3,* Europe, EUR 6,- rest of the world).

New QDtrVersion with
more functionality
available! See News
section of this issue!

qq\qqqqq\ q q qq

Please note: the price
for QDT will change at

10th of Feb. 2006 to
EUR 59,90 ... so get it as
soon as possible to the

introduction price
shown below!

rtil9(2/2OOG)

BALLED! - new sqme forthe Pointer Environment
Balled is the new Game from Wolfgang Lenerz for QDOS and SMSQ/E. lt runs in
high-colour mode (looks great) and can also be played in standard QL Mode 4.
Also, Balled uses the digital sound system if you run it on a recent version of SMSQ/E
and QPC, Q40 and Q60!The aim of the game is to build lines by moving coloured balls
around, following some rules, of course. After every move, more balls appear, so you
have to be careful not to fill up the board - then the game is over! Different levels of
difficulty and wildcard balls are also featured. Find out how to get bonus and higher
scores to fill up the high-score table!
Balled costs only EUR 11,90 plus postage (EUR 2,- Europe, EUR 4,- rest of the world).

QPCPrint - printer driver ror epc NEW!! NEW!!
QPCPrint allows you to print to virtually any printer connected to your PG running QPC,
even to fax and pdf printer drivers. lt accepts EPSON ESC/P2 codes to any PAH printer
and converts it to output which can be handled by Windows, which looks very similar to
original EPSON output. You can even configure the individualfonts used by the emulation.
This is THE application many QPC users waited for a long time!Shipped on CD.
QPCPrint costs only EUR 39,90 plus postage (EUR 3,- Europe, EUR 6,- rest of the world)

lf you wish to place your order via internet, please do not send your credit card details in an email!
Please use the secure conlact form on the SMSQ homepage: SlllSQ.J-tl-S.C0l[

We accept VISA, tlasterGard and Diners Club!



/r/- = *1: ren lfmove (but progra$ never gets
here)

/r, * -2: quit
/16 endsel
/+7 endif
18 endif
/r9 eadrep main
50:

The above are the normal aclion routines. The
program only arrives there if an object was actu-
ally hit.

The next bit is the main pop-up routine. lt was
written to act as a general utility that could be
used without too much fuss, so the only para-

meter you need to supply to the routine is the
text you want to display lt takes care of the
position and size of the window by itself.

J1 defproc Pop(txt$)
52 1.oc ep%, a%, x%, y%, xs%

53 rem V0.01 March 1st 2005
54t
55 x% = pv%(14). y% = n"5Q5)

Get current pointer x and y coordinates

56 \% = ren(txt$) x 6 + /+: rem csize o, o
57 xqs = x% * (ff div 2): it xs% . 1: xsf = 1

Calculate window x size in pixels

582
59 cp$ = fopen('eon*r)
60 ndraw#cp%; dir$ & 'hint--nen', *s%, y% + 2,

1%, p

Display window. Stretch x dimension to fit texl

61 wn-ln}#cp#; sp-Jrintfg6: wn-paper#ep%;
sp_hintbgS

62 cursonfcp%; 2, 1: print#ep%; txt$;

Display hint text, using designated palette colours

63 rdpt#cp%, 11-, xfi, y% + 2, tirredg

Wait for pointer move, a click or timeout, and
then..

6/+ mclear#cp$ : elose#cp%

vanishl

enddef Pop

To test, Iet the pointer
rest on one of the ob-

1ects, ie one of the but-
tons, the Application
Window or the main win-
dow itself. After timep%
frames the hint should
display for timed% frames or until the pointer is
moved. Note that you won't get a hint twice in a
row; lou have to visit another object first before
you can coax a second hint from the first object,

Enjoyl {And please wrile lots of lovely pointer
programs for us all to enjoy).

Knoware,
http://knoware. mysite.f reeserve.com/index.html
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Here's a program that solves Sudoku puzzles.

For those unfamiliat these are numerical puzzles
from Japan. The popular version is based on a
9x9 grid, which is what the program as
presented works on, but you also encounter
12x12 ones.
The puzzle has been solved when each of the Bl
cells contains a digit 1..9 such that the following
conditions are observed:
The digits 1..9 must occur once each in every
column. The digits 1..9 must occur once each in

every row. Furthermore, if the grid is subdivided
into nine 3x3 squares, the digits 1..9 must occur
once each in every square.
The puzzles are normally presented with the grid
partially completed to get you started and you
have to fill-in the blank cells.

This program works by organizing the grid as a
9x9 array of bitmaps with each of 9 bits repre-
senting one of the digits. A reset t0) bit means
the digit represented by that position cannot oc-
cur in that cell; a set {1} bit means it has not yet
been ruled out. We start with all cells initialised to
511 (all bits set) meaning that all digits are possi-
ble. Next we load the starting 'clues' which will
turn off all but one of the bits in the given cells.
These cells are now 'confirmed' cells. The single
bit which is set in a confirmed cell may not also
be set in any other cell in the same row column
or 3x3 square, so the program goes through the
grid resetting any of these 'illegal' bits. This pro-
cess could result in some more cells becoming
confirmed; the process is reiterated until no chan-
ges occur to any of the bits in any of the cells



At this point, if all the cells are confirmed, then the
puzzle is solved and the program ends; other-
wise, we need to resort to trial & error to
determine the values of the remaining cells. The
program uses a recursive process to step
through every permutation (or should that be
'combination'?) of possible values (as given by
the bits which are still set in the cell bitmap) for
each of the remaining cells which are not con-
firmed. This is a potentially very time-consuming
process, so to speed it up a little the PROCedure
Makelist notes the coordinates ol every uncon-
firmed cell using the arrays cx & cy so the
FuNction Guess does not have to repeatedly
search for them. Talking ol speed, users of QxO
hardware might like to run the program under the
latest version of SMSQiE and under QDOS
Classic to observe the speed difference.
Points of interest' The '=='on line 810 is needed
in SMSQ/E but not in QDOS Classic; in SMSQ/E
the expression LN{8)/LN{2} does not evaluate
exactly to the integer 3. This formula is used to
convert the series 1,2,4,8... to the series 0,1,2,3...

so the digit in each cell can be displayed. B is
the only number in the nine-bit range 1..256 to be
affected. The program is not very pretty graphi-

The Listing

100 REMark Sudoku puzzle solver v1.0
110 REMark (c) 2005 I. L. Pine
120 CI"S

]-30 CTS #2
r4o tET h2=LN(2)
150 DIM gridf (8, g), cx(eo), cy(eo)
160 FOR i=0 T0 8
L70 FOR j=9 19 3
180 l,ET gridl ( i, j ) =511
190 END FoR i
2OO END FOR i
210 INPUT #0, "Enter filenane of Sudoku

puzzle: rr\f$
220 REMark Load the data and eheck syntax
2r0 0PEN_rN #3,f$
2/*0 LET e=0
250 FOR 1=0 T0 B

260 rF EoF(#3) rHEN
270 LET e=1
280 EXIT i
290 END IF
300 INPUT #3,r$
3L0 IF LEN(r$)=9 TI{EN

320 FOR i=1 T0 9
330 IF r$( j ) > =ttgtt ANn r$(i ), -ttgtt Tr{Eg

31a LET t=r$(j)
350 IF t)0 TI{EN tET grid%(i,i-1)=

2^(t-1)
EISE
LET e=1

cally {l'm not one for tarting up programs once
the algorithm works - I get impatient to move
on!), but it does show you what it is doing as it
runs and this slows it down; remove {or RtMark)
lines 1850, 1860, 1910 & 1920 in FuNction Guess
to gain a bit ol extra performance. The program
has been tested on a Q40 under SMSQ/E 3.03 &
QDOS Classic 3.25tr and QLAY (i28k RAM
setting) with JM ROM on Windows 9BSE.
I don't know whether completed Sudoku puzzle
grids are subject to copyright but I'm being cau-
tious in assuming that the published puzzle
'clues'are; therefore, the sample puzzle I've given
is my own invention - it is not very good in that it
does not have a single solution, but it does force
the program to demonstrate all its phases.
lnput data to the program is simply a text file
containing nine lines of nine digits, using 0 to
mark the cells which the program has lo find the
values of.

The algorithm to solve the puzzle is relatively
simple compared with that to generate good
quality puzzle starter clues. A good puzzle has
enough starter clues to ensure a single solution,
but also a predetermined 'difficulty' level.

Anyone care lo take up the challenge?

3BO EXIT i
390 END IF
400 END FoR j
410 EI,SE
120 LET e=1
430 Exrr i
/+l+0 END IF
/i50 END FOR i
460 crosE #3
470 REMark Validate the data; eheck start

position not ri11ega1r.
480 IF e=O THEN

4ga FoR i=o ro 8
,00 FOR j=9 19 g
5L0 IF NoT(OKpos(i,j)) TIIEN

520 LET e=1
,30 EXrr i
510 END IF
550 END FoR i
560 END FOR i

'70 
END IF

580 IF e=1 TIIEN

,9A PRINT #0, "Unacceptable data in
puzzle file'r\f$

500 sToP
610 END IF
520 DrawGrid
$A T,ET changed=1
640 REPeat solve-1
65A IF changed=O TI{EN EXIT solve-1
660 checks
670 DrawGrid

360
370



680
690
700

END REPeat solve-l
IF NoT(Finished) THEN
PRINT #2, "Deternining remaining
ce11s recursively. . . It

7L0 Makelist
72A IF Guess(0) rHn}rl DrawGrid
730 END IF
7/+0 STOP

750 :

760 DEFine PR0Cedure DrawGrid
770 CrS
780 FOR i=0 T0 B

790 FOR j=3 19 g

800 lnT t=LN(grid%(L,i)) ttnz
B1O IF t==INT(t) THEN
820 PRINT t+1;rf rrl

830 EISE
B4O PBINT I'. " i8'O END IF
860 END FOR j
870 PRINT \
880 END FOR i
890 END DEFine DrawGrid
900 :

910 DEFi-ne PR0Cedure checks
920 LET changed=0
930 PRINT #2,"Checking horizontals...'r
9/+A FOR i=0 T0 B

95A FOR i=0 T0 B

960 IF Confirmed(grid%(i,j)) THEll
970 FOR k=0 T0 8
980 IF k( ) j TIIEN
990 IF grid%(i,k)&&grid%(i,j) THEN
1000 lEt grid%(1,k)=gridfi(i,k)

&&--Srld#(i,j)
LET changed=1

END IF
END IF

END FOR K
END ]F

ar{D FOR j
END FOR i
PRINT #2, tt0hecking verticals. . . tt

FOR j=g 16 3
FOR i=0 T0 8
IF Confinned(grid%(i, j ) ) THEN

FOR k=0 T0 8
fF k()i TIIEN
IF gridfi (k, j ) &&grid%(i, j ) THEN
r"ET grid%(t, j ) =gridf(k, j )
&&--grid#(i,j )
l,ET changed=1

END IF
END IF

END FOR K
END IF

END FOR 1
END FOR j
PRINT #2, n0hecking 3x3 squares...rr
FOR x=0r3r6

FOR Y=Q,3,6
FOR i=0 T0 2

L270 FOR j=0 T0 2
1280 IF Confirmed(gridf(x+f,y+j))

TT{EN

FOR k=0 T0 2
FOR 1=0 T0 2
IF ko i 0R 1( , j TIIEN
IF gridfi (x+k, y+1) &&grid%
(x+i,y+j) THEN
LET Srfd%(x+k, y+1) =gridf
(x+kry+1) && --grid(x+i,y+j 

)
8l+A LET ehanged=l
L3'O END IF
].36A END IF
1370 END FOR 1
1380 END FoR k
L39O END IF
il.oo END FoR j
L4TO END FOR i
L420 END FOR y
L$A END FOR x
il./rO END DEFine checks
I4)U :

1460 DEFine FuNction Confirmed(aS)
1470 IF a%=256 0R a/"-L2B 0R afi=Sd gg

a/o-j2 0R afi=16 0R a%=B 0R af=d gP

a%=2 OR a%=1 THEN RETurn 1
RETurn 0

END DEFi.ne Confirned

DEFine FuNction Finished
L0Ca1 irj
REMark Checks whether the grid is
filled, i.e. puzzle solved.

FOR i=0 T0 B

FOR i=0 T0 B

IF N0T(Confirmed(gridfi ( i, j ) ) )
THEN RETurn 0

END FoR j
END FOR i
RETurn 1

END DEFine Finished

DEFine PRO0edure Makelist
L0Ca1 i,i
REMark Make a list of the coordi-
nates of all the remaining uncon-
firmed cel1s.
LffI cn=0
FOR 1=0 T0 I

FOR j=6 19 g
IF N0T(Confirrned(gridU (1, j ) ) )
THEN

1690 LET cx(cn)=i
1700 LET cy(cn)=j
17LA LET cn=cn+l
1720 END IF
1730 END FOR j
L71A END FOR i-
1750 END DEFine Makelist
L76A :

1770 DEFine FuNction Guess(n)
1780 L0Ca1 ceLLfi,try

1010
1020
1030
1040
10r0
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1I2A
n3a
1140
Ltl0

1160
r170
1180
1190
1200
12]L0
7220
1230
L21.0
1250
L260

1290
1300
1310
!320

L330

14S0
1+90
1500
b$
]-r20
Lfia

7510
1550
Lr60

1570
bBa
1590
1600
1610
7620
L630
L640

1650
L660
1670
1680



1790 REMark Recursive funetion tries eaeh
pennutation of possible solution for
eaeh unconflrmed ce1l until the grid

1800
1810
LB2O
1830
1840
1850
1860

is successfully filled.
IF m=cn THEN RETurn 1
LET ce11f=gridfi (cx(n), cy(n) )
FoR try=1, 2' 1'B rL6 r32, 61, \28'256
tET errdf (cx(m), ey(n) ) =try
IF 0Kpos(cx(m),cy(m) ) rnru
AT cx(n), cy(rn)tt2
PRINT tt'l(gridf (cx(u), cy(m) ) )

/7:t2+\
L870 IF Guess(m+l)=l THEN RETurn 1
1880 END IF
1890 END FOR try
1900 LET grld%(cx(m)'ey(n) )-ceLL%
1910 AT cx(m),cy(m)x2
T92O PRINT II.II

L930 RITurn 0
1940 END DEFine Guess
L950 :

1960 DEFine FuNction 0Kpos(x,y)
1970 t0Ca1 prerporeo
1980 REMark Checks that a digit being

tried in a cell is allowable.
1990 REMark Try other ce11s in the column
2000 FOR p=$ 19 3
20LA IF p< >x TIIEN
2020 IF Confirnea(grid#(n,y)) AND

gridfi(x,r)=gridf(p,x) rgnu RErurn 0
2430 END rF
201A END FOR p
2050 REMark Try other cells in the row.

FOR q=g 19 g

IF q,ry THEN
IF Confirmed(gridS(x,q) ) auo
gridf(x,y)=gridf(x,q) fHfr RETurn 0

2O9O END IF
2100 END FOR q
ztLA REMark Try other cells in the same

JxJ square.
2u'A IJT po=(x DIv l)x3
2L3O LET qo=(y DIv 3)*3
211A FOR p=po T0 po+2
2L50 FOR q=qo T0 qo+2
2L60 IF p< >x 0R q,,y THEN

2170 IF ConfirmeA(gridfi(n,q))Auo
gridfr {p,q) =gridfr (x, y) THEN

RETurn 0
2180 END IF
2L90 END FOR q
2200 END FOR p
22L0 RETurn 1
2220 END DEFine OKpos

A sample input file

030506070
000000000
800309002
100000006
080050090
700602001
600]o3004
000000000

2A60
2074
2080

QL-Today was well prepared. We had heard over
the grapevine that readers were writing Sudoku
solving programs, and knew it would be only a
matter of time before one came our way. We
were also working on the problem, but our task
was to write a Sudoku puzzle rather than solve
one. We wanted a puzzle to illustrate any article a
reader might submit

ln his article lan Pine suggests that writing a Su-

doku compiler would be far more difficult than
writing a Sudoku solver George Qwilt, who de-
monstrated his Sudoku solver at QL is 21, shares
this opinion lt is also my opinion

When I looked at the Sudoku programs 0n the
cover disks of PC magazines, all referred to the
size ol their databank of puzzles. Not one pro-
gram actually generated the puzzles. ls there a

QL-er who would take on this challenge?

There are two main programming difficulties. The
first is designing a grid that conforms lo Sudoku
rules. The second is which numbers to remove
from that grid to give a puzzle with a single
solution.

Grid generation is not parlicularly difficult. lt would
be a simple bit of programming to randomly ge-

nerate the lst, 5th and 9th major squares of the
grid. You would get a result something like this
usrng lan Pine's style of data input:

179000000
584000000
362000000
000841000
000592000
000673000
000000715
000000391
000000628

Entering this data into lan's program quickly fills in

the blank spaces to produce a complete grid
conforming to Sudoku rules.



When QL Today prepared its own grid, lan had
not sent us his program so the blank spaces
were filled in by hand using trial and error

Once you have a grid you have
to remove numbers from it to
leave some sort of pattern, and
this is where the programming
nightmares occur You have to
know which numbers to leave
and which to delete to have a
puzzle for which there is only one
solution. As this seems to differ
for each separate grid it is im-
possible to work with templates.

The QL 
-lbday 

Sudoku puzzle
was written with old fashioned
pencil and eraser Numbers were
removed from the grid one by one to form a
pattern and then the grid tested for a solitary

solution. Eventually a point was reached where
no more numbers could be removed because
there was no longer a unique sofution.

The result is here for you
to solve. Sudoku aficiona-
dos will be critical of this
grid because it has too
many numbers remaining
which makes it too easy.
To our readers we throw
out a challenge. When you
have completed the puz-
zle you will have a com-
plete grid Could you now
write a program to remove
numbers to give a more
difficult puzzl& Even more
challenging could you do it

in a way that would allow the user to choose the
difficulty level?

Simon N Goodwin reporls fronn the QL's 21st
birthday parly, organised by Quanta at lhe end
of October.
It was impressive to see yellow AA signs an-
nouncing the cryptic {to most) news that 'QL is
21' dotted around Portsmouth. The committee
promise that Quanta's next workshop should be
more accessible to the majority who do not live
on the southern edge of the UK.

This reporl discusses five aspects of QL history
that made welcome and intriguing returns to the
Qdos scene as a result of Quanta's latest show
I'm no longer a Quanta member since the decline
of the newsletter in recent years, so I am very
grateful to the user group for inviting me and my
family to visit the show at the Hotel lbis over the
weekend.

Return of Sector Software and
Digital Precison!
Former Sector Software boss Dave Batty made
a welcome return to the QL fold. He is now
owner of the Digital Precision brand - not by
buying it from Freddy Vaccha, which seemed
likely 1o be expensive and hassle-prone, but by
watching the Companies House records carefully
as the name fell into disuse and snapping it up
himsell registering it to a new company, the day
the old registration lapsed.

David is not planning on using the DP brand for
more QL releases, but he has always liked the
name and plans to use it in his current educa-
tional software business. But his interest in Qdos
has been rekindled; after Sector Software
stopped Qdos development he moved from QL
to Amiga and has asked for a copy of Qdos
Classic 3.25 after seeing Simon Goodwin's demo
(despite falling asleep part-way through, and
wondering why the topic seemed to have
suddenly changed from digital photography to
sampled sound - it had been a long day, working
late on Friday and travelling down from Lanca-
shire before dawn to meet the Quanta com-
mittee's challenge of a 10am slart in Portsmouth
Despite the time and venue 43 people attended
QL is 21, with active developers from as far afield
as Scotland and Germany ranging in age by 50
years. The total age range stretched past 70
years if you account for the presence of Simon's
son lngo Lyle Goodwin - last seen as one of the
babes in arms at Q12000, and a true child o{ the
QL, conceived en route from the North American
NTSQLUG and West Coast Sinclair shows the
previous year
lngo busied himself between courses at the
Saturday night dinner by collecting autographs -

including middle names, if available, which dug
oul some true QL esoterica, like the fact that
Stuart Honeyball's second name is 'Way' - from
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not only the gathered QL illuminati but everyone
else dining at the hotellbis that evening.

Miracles recalled
Stuart dragged up some memories of his time
testing power supplies and working with the Sin-

clair development team - including John Mattie-
son, now at NVidea, and Ben Cheese, the sadly
deceased inventor of microdrives - in Cambridge
while the QL was still a secret project. He also
revealed that he clashed with Gerry Jackson

{author of Digital Precision's Forlh and C compi-
lers and the code-generator for Supercharge and
Turbo) long before Qdos was invented, when
they both worked for Ferranli - though not in the
division that made the vital ULA chips for the QL,
Spectrum or ZX-81. Stuart did own up to laying
out the circuit board for the original (grey key)
mark 1 version of the Spectrum. Later versions
replaced Stuart's sweeping PCB tracks with a

much tighter layout, when Sinclair reafised that
the 48K model was out-selling the basic i6K ver-
sion nine to one and moved lhe extra 32K onto
the main board.
Before long Stuart's Miracle Systems became the
leading QL hardware development company in-

novating with products like the Trump Card, QXL,
Gold Card and Super Gold Card, but the most
successful product, in Stuart's view was the sim-
ple but vital serial to parallel converter that sold
thousands, despite competition from clones,
early in the QL's lifetime. This device- just a shift
register and a 555 timer chip powered from the
QL serial port - was essential for many QL ow-
ners who needed to connect their computers to
printers expecting the standard Centronics paral-

lel interface rather than the calculatedly minimalist,

and perversely socketed, Sinclair SER1 port. ln

fact that product was designed earlier, serving a
similar role on the lnterface I with which Sinclair
launched Microdrives, but the QL made it a must-
have item. lt also turned out handy for users of
the later 12BK Sinclair and Amstrad Spectrum
systems, blessed with the same eccentric on-
board serial port.

Quanta founder refound
Anolher welcome guest from QL pre-history was
Leon Heller who founded Quanta with Brian Pain

in 1984. Their original newsletter was on show in

the history display - it arrived months belore the
first working QLs. Leon failed to recognise the
new-look bearded {and married) Simon Goodwin,
despite having known him since both were
involved with NATGUG, the UK National TRS-80

and Video Genie User Group at the start of the
1980s - but before long they were discussing
VHDL {virtual hardware design language) and
ways to boil up convincining simulations of an-

cient microprocessors in the latest gate array
logic.
Leon's demo set-up included a prototype board
that implemented the Motorola 6809 processor
architecture - predecessor to the QL's 6BK CPU
- perched on a corner of a 400,000 gate Xilinx
custom chip, which could be programmed on the
fly to emulate whatever electronic design was
expressed in VHDL (virtual hardware design lan-
guage) on the host computer Free and commer-
cialVHDL clones of the 68000 already exist, sup-
porting clock speeds up to about 100 MHz,

raising the possibility of a single-chip QL clone-if
anyone feels up to the challenge of reworking
the ZXB3xx chips in modern logicl

Qdos Classic
My own contribution to the workshop part of the
event was a reprise of the demonstration of QL
sampled sound extensions and my Kodak digital
camera driver software a free SuperBASlC
program that allows a Qdos or SMS system to
take photos under program control, download,
decode and view images. This time I used Qdos
Classic version 3 25 on my Amiga 1200 for the
demo, and took more photos of the audience - at
least one of whom failed to be woken even by
the flash - to show the system in action, and
keep a record of the event.
QPC author Marcel was a keen member of the
audience {at least he was awake throughout) and
after I explained the way that Qdos Classic sifts
out all the hardware-specific parts of the emula-
tion from the Qdos and SuperBASlC core, he
managed an impressive hack which showed the
power of the system Mark Swift devised. Within
a few days of the show armed with bits of QL
device driver source, the open-source Classic
Qdos routines lor Q40 and Amiga hardware, and
uniquely intimate knowledge of QPC, he ma-
naged to get authentic Qdos Classic running on
top of the QPC 6BK emulation core, with some
extensions like the ATR device for access to PC

floppies, level 2 (subdirectory) device drivers,
which did not previously work in Qdos Classic,
plus the latest sampled sound system as well as
original QL graphics. He still much prefers SMSQ,

for its features like direct entry of hexadecimal
numbers, but the Qdos Classic port is impressive
and may be useful for people who need or want
to run original QL programs on a PC without
going through the hoops of QLAYDIR file inser-



tion to run the old-style QL emulators QL2K and
QLAY2.
This follows a similar cross-emulation hack by
Mark Swift, who's managed to get the Amiga
emulation UAE to run Qdos instead of AmigaOS
by replacing the emulator 'ROM' file with a Qdos
clone, in place of the Amiga 'kickstart' ROM
image. Thanks to very faithful hardware emula-
tion, the Amiga Qdos device drivers are able to
run original QL graphics, BEIP serial, parallel and
clock port access, and even floppy disk emula-
tion {typically diverted to hard disc files on the
host system); though the chip-level emulation
means the disc images need lo be in raw MFM
formal - about 2 Mb rather than 720K per floppy
image, with every pulse on the origrnal media
faithfully recorded, and it's not yet possible to
swap in a QUBIDE hard disk in the same way as
you can between real QL and Amiga systems.

QL archeology
Besides his presentation on Qdos Classic for the
Amiga 1200, Simon's rucksack also disgorged a
pile of little bits of metal and black plastic with
special relevance to the history of the QL.
Augmented with several items from Tony Firsh-
man, this was arrayed in numbered sections on
one of the desks at QL is 21, to form a hardcore
hardware quiz. QL archeologists were invited to
identify each of the 17 lumps of obscure equip-
ment, with extra marks for those who could say
not only what each bit was, but what it was lor:

Items included some of the parts of the original
QL that soon get lost, like the ROM cartridge
cove[ a plastic foot, and an early vacuum-formed
dongle; several people identified this as the
Kludge that accommodated the earlier versions
of Qdos before Sinclair got the 'AH" and "JM"

versions to fit inside the QL case, but in fact it
was another early product that used the same
clumsy case - the Sinclair hardware diagnostic
ROM package.
I doubt if anyone other than Tony Tebby, who
wrote the code, or perhaps the late Dennis
Briggs, would have identified this correctly On
closer inspection, with PEEKS, - this rare ROM
turns out to be a SuperBASlC program, with a
small machine-code bootslrap loader: which
checks the functioning of the QL system by
banging the metal and reporting the results:
some of the tests require add-on hardware but I

was impressed to find it ran on a 'modern' Gold
Card QL with Minerva and SuperHermes.
Even more mysterious, but still identified by one
expert, was the black box with 9 pole D-type
sockets at each end and a trailing lead to a QL

cartridge card-edge with just two tracks for
signals from the QL. This turned out to be an
early QL mouse adapter - part of the GigaMouse
package made by ABC Electronic in Germany -

which converts quadrature signals from an Atari
ST mouse into QL cursor key-presses. The ROM
slot connection was needed for power: because
the CTRL1 socket - unlike the serial ones used
by Miracle - provided no power output.
Another almost unlabelled black box, turned out
to be the MCS MulliROM. ll's a ROM simulator-a
RAM which - thanks to an extra wire rnside the
QL - can work as a ROM for rapid cartridge de-
velopment.
Supercharge optical copy protection Lenslok,
QlMl, ROMDisq, DIY MlDl cable (full marks if you
said it would allow connection from the QL NtT
output to control synthesisers) and a DiRen net-
work prover plus other obscure widgets, filled
the lable.
Several people thought the Aurora cartridge
adapter was a floppy disk widget. lt has the
same 34 way two-row IDC connector - indeed it
plugs into the four-drive GoldCard adapter
elsewhere in the quiz- but the vertical divider on
the edge-connector side gave away that it was
intended to accommodate a ROM board ralher
than an old-style (3" or 5.25") disk drive. You could
use it to plug a ROM into a disk interface, but it

certainly wouldn't work!
The top scorer was John Hall, who got 20 out of
17, clearly ahead of the others John was, among
other things, the only person who not only iden-
tified the nude ROMdisq but could say exactly
what its capacity was, after a careful examination
of the circuit board The average score of 15

marks indicated that the nine brave people who
entered had in-depth knowledge of QL esoterica
The scoring system was as eccentric as you
might expect: ore mark was given for each of
the 17 items correctly identified, and half a mark
for a near miss.
But the exact question, displayed alongside the
offer of a [5 prize, was'What's it for?'and replies
that comprehensively answered this deeper
question earned double marks, which is how
John Hall and David Gilham managed to score a
mark of more than 100%. %rquin Mills, organiser
of last year's ORSAM show in Norwich came
third with a nominal 100%, just ahead of luminaries
like Per Witte, Dilwyn Jones and Jochen Merz,
with a trio of Johns - Gregory, Gilpin and Roberts
- in hot pursuit, well ahead of the dozens who
didn't enter or were disqualified as they'd sup-
plied the prize or items to be identified.



Links - Virtual 6BK cores
http:l/vlsironcepts.comA/68000. html

http://www.hitech global.com/ipcores/D6 8000.htm
https://www.cs.tcd. ie/M ichael. Manzke I lyp200!200 4 I
DavidLynch.pdf

http://tech-wunr. informatik. u n i-hambu rg.de/vhdl/
model#m68000/m68000.vhd
http://unvw.castinc.com/cores/c68000/index.shtm l

... more Pictures from the Show
John Sadler of
the Scottish QL
User Group
meets up with
former Sector
Software boss -

and now owner
of Digital Preci-
sion - David Bat-
ty, at'QL is 21'.

An automatically-taken picture ol part of the
workshop crowd at QL is 21 catches Bill Richard-
son power-napping in the front row.

Another auto-
mated shot of
the audience
at Simon's

workshop
After a pre-
dawn drive

south David Batty {left) appears lo have nodded
off - apparently he was baffled for a while when
he woke up and found the discussion had moved
on from digital photography io stereo sampled
sound replay while he dreamed.

Qdos Clas-
sic running
on Linux,
MacOS and

Windows
systems,

thanks to a

replacement
'ROM'for the
UAE emula-

tor which adapts it from an Amiga emulation into
one that imitates a souped-up Qdos system.

Marcel
Kilgus got

Qdos
Classic

running in

place of
SMSQ af-
ter some
followingingenious hacking of his QPC code,

demos and discussions at QL is 21.

Ralf, being known as a QLer tor many many
years (as long as fhe German publisher remem-
bers) is also a collector: He recently re-ap-
peared actively in the QL scene and sent us
many scans of the D,N AS brochures for
original Sinclair software ifems, logether with
shorl explanations.
This arlicle here (sort ofl continues along
Simon's historical excursion in the previous
arlicle. Some of you may have seen the items a
long time ago, some of you may have never
seen lhem before.
It would also be nice to know which producls
run on which hardware or emulatol so we may
add a guestionnair at the end of fhe series.

Ralph writes:
All the screenshots in the brochures are real
photographs, no screen dumps etc.
A larger amount of lhe software was produced
using the"SPK"- Sinclair Software Production Kit
,.. also developed by Tony Tebby. lt is a Super-
BASIC exlension which protected SuperBASlC
programs from being edited. The concepl behind
this will be explained in detail in the next part of
this series.
Other products were produced using BASIC, or
Assembler or even C. Sometimes it is a mixture
of SPK and BASIC.



Using Ql.Decision Ma&er
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your o*c proi:lenrs.
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en9ure thJt you hJVe cmsdered thrns5
sFtematially. AuL now vou Gn 5iad; wo,k
aut tl€ likelih@d ct ihc drlferent outco*es.
QL De.rson Maker lehyou asgsn
probabrliles lo ea!_h flel1i rnd i;.. ihp,n
thaough to lhe end rsul*-

# Ai4s.decisi6n5 usualiv l,aye :ne$ani
linancial implietions- Sa'CL Dedisim il:ker
shows vou how to w6r[ otI the lrcc.td
moncbry !dJ!( oiyou' opt,on!.

lven noft impe*nily, yo! .an ckuiate
lhe risls irvolved, ard 5ee how both nikE and
ewards Gn bedllercd by chdilgnig:he

Don't take risks when vou have an
,mportant decision to make. Use your eL
t* explere afi th* possib8* *xtcen:cs
fuefere y** d*cide **l *he b*s? *pt!on.
Should you L,uy a new car, mcve li*use, change
j$l]s, espand your b$si$css . . .? imr*itanl "
Cecisiqns like ihese shou!dn'i be taien lightiy, bur 

'1.,"'r ;lyrav:. ersv i o ivergr 19 i he ,onsi:c],rerce,. I I

every choce

& QL Decismn tuiaker is a really $ractcai !"dv tL-.

u:c your QL io help you to explore arl rne
p6!b,l ies dnd ffin jmi:e antr. rr.k... vou r an bp surc
ihal yo* have looked ai evel avenae - arrl ever;
lnEC some Ll-dt yor m,ghi nol have 'toug-i oi
trlore
* QL Decision &,iaker lets ycu see hcw chance will
affe.t your choices. Yor i'riy* iJ:e freedcm to *ir
whar,f ? a1 an\ vatt: yuu ,,ke dod il j\ eey _o
*o* out tl"re overall lrkelnood o. any ouiLome
ff Amed w,il" rh": itovrredge vol (-tr bur{d r:o i,
or.tur e or lhe hna!tr-,al irnphiat onr o: your
decisions. OL Decisioe tvliker wili arivi:e yoLi cf the
most ailFropriaie ard cosi,e{fe$ive route tc
foJ[ow.

S [veqfil'rn6's di5p'aved,n z <impre grdph.(
lomat. And there'' a (cmprenen>tve;rdnua: drd
,ile.".rve iedLling 0rog,am io hetp .jDx ta Ze,
sdrled lne oilrer ;roe ol ili,s sheei sho wc s;me oi
i}le screens ad exolains how ihe prognm works.
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irrice: 
l

i €39.95 
i

: (irdilder 
lI oi{,r.i' a rc

"""1_

ffie6NffiwEs
SoJiwa.e writteil by:

c. r nwff ruDhshtM* *.{

tat, -1 .., .O
g:'. 

";,:....' 
l:J 

ii.:

...;ro .. ' .: I.'. ,..r' O
-.. :r f --l

l-lsi ng Ql.Entrepreneur

t'ffi

{ OL Intreprcncur's Tedchrrgprogram and
cffiprehssrve manualhke y6u thrcugh rll
the F.,ncipl* ofprofit (why f t necesary),
{sh llow /how io cdLolrf to you.
ndvantaBe). b@k kep,nx, and hxabon. yorl
wiilse howto ser up rme simpie busjners
5.hemes. analy* lJ]ffi, anJ pred'diheo
cheaes of sda@ss When you tre faniliar
*ith all of the esepls, you wilJ be able to
make {ull sse el $e Applicatiors prog6m.

I price 
j

t, f39"95 i

I i,o*4".
I .onprehdBw

I T"-
6R4i$ffi
Soii'*are qditen by:
$. Triptvdr pub&shine

r The QL [nt,ep.eneurApplcahons proArrm
will sk vou for detJed rn{omanon aM'i
ihe timircial apak oi your 5.heme. Jt u:es
ihi5 to prepare reports for your bus,n6 plan.

Amed sth the knowledge p! have
garned from the Tenchrngproglm, yau will
find itensyb work oui the rnformrca you
need, The manuai orcvrder an prie.sve
checidist of all the iiefts required by the
prog€ft.

Si Once yo! hale entered the informaton,
QL F ireprenelr is ready io perlofr tle
analys;s. From thh, ii wili:

-Warkoutihe br6k even porntofyour

- Produre yolr 1i6i 18 nonlhs csh {low
-Analyse your horkrnt Gpital ed

mvef,tory requtremenb
Helplou decide the t/pe ot fin4cc yDU
ned andwheneo!n.df

* Produce your year--end balance sheei
ed pDfil and lDss accoonb

*Andys your expeoditure and reverues
md show lheir erfe6 on the rrafiis-

QL Edbepeneur is't j6l a pnct;cal ajd
b tinecial ilallsis, li maks it sy to
undectand howbusireses re sdiro and
why they wo* rn tlE way tfi€y do.

The iist pa* of ilre ljt i5 the Teaching
prog@, whi.h prcvides much more thm
j6iatude !o applyjng Ql Entrepreneu'
toyourbusiness sc]1efr e li5 graphrc
dffionsLaironsof b+tai rcailv maks a
busireesworkwrllsbmulaieyour leMine
Frcs5 ed make surclou uildcBtdnd the
m*hei6ottorfijng sd .unnjng a

tf you are starting a business, alreadv
running one, or just want to know h;w
ttrey work, y-our eL can help you learn the
principles of business planning.

As wellas good idex, ry businesr veniurr- needs
proper iinmcral tnanagemenr. Before yau ,lart a
new busness, you reed to fomutdre a workdble
'buslncs plan . Thts is most imporlnnl to prese.tt
your scheme convincingly to olher prcple
e5peoally tho5e who wtll be prou'6'n* finance. And
once d llusrness is runntng lhe pitr wtll monrlor l15
g,owth and hetp you dvoid.os.tlV mrslakfr.
I QLEntrepreneur ts acompiete bu.iness slarl up
ki{ which p{ovides all you ntrd ro prepile ano
p€sent your busrness pjdn - noi jdsr in lheorv. brt
dlso with prddicat;nformarion on legaland '
hnancral mdi-|efs.

I Fjar, a deiailed teachrng piogram helps Vuu ro
bnderctand how busrnesses work and whai maLer
bhem:uccessiul.

I Next. QL Fnkepreneur helpr y'od lo prepare
your owfl ilustness plan and preserd it ,n a
prol*sionai way. fhe progra, will quejuon vou
lor.ldcd. help lo Lffi yoJr 6sumphon\ dnd poi-r
GU1 your weakne:ses

i QL Fnlreorerreur rs designed 10 bp easy ro use
dnd lo preseni lhe informdtion jn a ciedr.
iatereeiing*ay. The oiher sjde ofthis sheat shows
some lVpica screens and cxpla:r> how lhe
prografr lvorki

558.5

Y0{aaldk'Wialil ?'wheneverVou
want io lee Lheeff(ct c{ rn.ikins chilsE!
86a ofall, you Gn repeaixily aTrer ycir
idoffialon !nblyou hdvt' a.ao*able Dlan
stfwilJ satsiy boih yourscli rnc yorr
backc6. Then, you Gn sk 1or d urnl Jutot
rhc resultr, b kmp far ielr.oebr usc r
pado{ your businfis prdmsl.

The texts shows above are rather descriptive Both programs are writlen in BASIC, using the
SPK.anywa)l so it

explanation.
is a bit pointless to add more



ln the last issue, Dilwyn Jones listed the content
of his QL Documentation CD but neglected to
inform readers where they could get this CD.

Several people contacted us to ask, so we went
one step further and in an exclusive deal for QL
Today we managed to arrange that subscribers
get a free copy of this huge collection of
documents relating to the QL and compatible
systems.

lf your system can read QXL.WIN files from CD

{QPC, QXL, uQLx and Qemulator for Wtndows
should be able to do
this) you can access
the files directly. The
vast majority of the
files are duplicaled
outside the QXL.WIN,

so should be
accessible from
Windows systems, for
example. Most of the
files are also zipped
up in a directory
called 'zips' to
maximise acces-
sibility.

Systems such as Q40
or Qubide with
CD-ROM drives may
not be able to directly
read the CD, but lhere
are free software
tools available such
as QCDTZE for Q40
users and recent
versions of Discover
which may be able to
help you with
transferring files.

As the vast majority of material on the CD is

freeware, you may well find that you can get
most of it on the internet anyway but it's so
much more convenient to have it allgathered into
one collection. The list in the last issue is a little
out of date akeady - more material has been ad-
ded, so if you already own a copy of this CD
treat this as a free update!

Please read the RTADMETXT file on the CD for a
list of the material on this CD. lt's called
README-TXT within the QXLWIN and
READMETXT if you access it from outside the
QXL.WIN {e.g. from Windows).

This CD is technically freeware so please feel
free to do the QL a lavour and make a copy for
other Qlers you may know (and please tell them
about QL Today at the same time). And we are
sure that Dilwyn would appreciate even more
material for future editions of this CD!

We have placed the lnsider CD "inside" and not
on the cover of this issue for two reasons:
It is better protected during the postal transport,
and it does not "ruin" the cover of the magazine

{we received some complaints when we did the
first cover CD some issue ago).

ll for any reason, the CD becomes damaged,
you can send 4 lnternational Reply Coupons to
either QBranch or J-M-S to obtain a new one.



Text 87
E 79.AA

94 € 29.00
Fountext 94 [ 39.00
2488 drivers € 29

Epson ESC/P2 dri
L26.0A

Text 87
High Colour

Patch
Available Now

f9.00

PROGRAMMINC
QD 2003 e 49.00

QD+QBasic €63.00
QD + Qliberator * QBasic f 104.00

Qliberator € 50.00
Master Spy v 3.3 t 30.00

QPTR 832.00
Easyptr pts .l 

& 2 v4 € 41.50
Easyptr pt 3 (C library) € 14.00

QMake t 18.00

QMon /JMon 822.04
Basic Linker L 22.00
DISA 3 t 34.00

QMenu € 16.00

A ffiENMY BHMlsTffiAS
QDT

S, 30.00 until Feb 10th

S, 41.50 arter

+ P&P
cz.oo (uK) c2.50 {EU} s,3.00 (RoR)

Requires SMSQ/E to run

UTILITIES
FiFi 2 E 21.00

QSup € 30.00

QSpread 2003 [ 51.00
Cueshell 2 € 15.00

Qload/Qref € 15.00
DiskMate5 €16.50
QPAC 1 E22.AA

QPAC 2 t 42.00
QTYP 2 € 31.00

QLQ € 3o.oo

QPCPrint $
Print to any printer from QPC2

27.50

The first set of updates to QDT
were released at the Qf, is 2l
show in Oetober and the next
set, which include the new file
manager, will be out within the

next month. The introductory
price for the program will

shortly expire and, now that the
suite is gaining new features we

will be raising the price to
$,41.50. This price change will
not take place until February

10th so you still have time to
get a copy at the old price.

Updates will continue to be free
until |une 2006 and more

changes are planned.
More new releases and updates

are planned for the coming year.

Qt Keyboard Membranes

Available

EasvPTR v4
High colo'ur support, Maior re-write!

Full Program Pts 1612s 41.50
Upgrade from any Version327.50

Needs SMSQ/I v 3.10

SMSQ/E
Gold Card / Atari / QXL Version

Aurora High Colour Included

E 27.00
Version 3.10 out now!

Aurora colour upgrade
€ 1 3.00

6et Cueshell for only li 5.00 with any copy of SMSQ/E

AHN A HAPPY HEItr YEAN



Tel +4.4.(0) t273-38(r030 fax +44 (0) 1273-430501
Mobile +44 (0) 7836-745501

.dsmon.co.uk

20 LOCKS HILL, PORTSLADE,
E. SUSSEX. BN41 zLB. UK.

Hardware in Stock Now!
We have a rotatins stock of
2nd user hardwarE. Call us

for details.
New Aurora boards in

stock!

These programs are now
High Colour

QMAke
WinEd

QPAC 1

QPAC 2
QSUP

SuQcess
Disk Mate 5

Please send old master
disks and S,f .60 to covef,
retutn postage and copying

fees.

These
paid
QSpread
QD 98
QPC2
update from v3.rx
update from v2
update from vl

Return Master

Programs are
Upgrfdes:

2001 to 2003 S 10.50
to 2003 *, 10.50

fr""g 13.90g 34.00
Disk

With Order

Post an Packing is included with Software Prices
Unless Otherwise Stated.

We accept payment byViea, Mastercard, Maestro and Switch. We can also
assepf sferf'ng cheques drawn on a UK bank or payment directto our UK
account at Natwest. Account: QBranch # 84534826 Sort Code 60-17-01.

QPC 2v3.30
Now only E 42.00

QPC2 and QPCPrint Bundle
€ 63.00 + postage

Offer ends December 24th 20Os

Hardware
Second user items are are sometimes available

from us.
Call for details.

R'rycld Supercold Card € 1 10.ry0
Recycled Gold Card € 45.0ff
Rerycled Aurora
Qubide
Qplane

€ 65.00*
€ 45.00*
€ s.00

Rerycled superHermes € 65.0S
Aurora cables
Aurora rom adaptor € 3.00
'Arfa Braquet'
MC plate
New Aurora M/b
New Aurora M/b
w 8301 & Minerva
Qubide upgrades

to version 2.01 € 8.00
n when available. Call for details

E 8.00
E 6.s0
E 70.00
E 70.00
E 80.00

The Knight Safe 3

upgrades from

Q - Count

Q Branch Programs
€ 35.00 Qi Route vl.08C f 25.00

previous versions € 5.00 Route finding plogramme

€ 25.00 The Fractal Collection f 35.00
Pointer driven home accounting



One of the philosophies of Unix is to nol to re-
invent the wheel. ln other words, use the tools
you have and combine them together to accom-
plish a new task.
A few years back I was thinking about sloring a
bunch of ql-users mailing list e-mail messages as
individual files on the QL and then creating some
sort of search and view tool. The tool would let
you type in a search word, search all of the
e-mails or text files, display a list of the results,
and then let you view the search hit you want.
I was not too keen on writing lhe whole thing
myself. lt would entail wriling a search tool and
writing a seclion to display the results and the
text files. This whole thing could come out to be
a couple of hundred lines of
code.
Using the above philosophy, I

spent time looking for a cou-
ple of tools that I could then
link together to get the job
done. I knew that the Unix
search tool, grep, had been
ported to the QL and came
with the C6B distribution.
Grep is a fairly powerful
search tool that has a well
documented syntax, with in-

structions available for it from
a variety of published sour-
ces. Using grep would allow
the tool to utilize the power
of the regular expressions
that is used by grep.
As for the viewer luckily, Dil-

wyn Jones has written a pro-
gram called "Viewer", that is
designed for viewing text in-

formation. lt also has the ca-
pability of using hyperlinks.
The program is a text mode
only program, but hyperlinks
can also be used in a text
program and does not require
a mouse driven interface,
The Viewer program can be
used lo create a menu sys-
tem for linking to and display-

ing other text files. There is a format that the
Viewer program understands as a link ln this
case it is a file name surrounded by ,, 3pfl ,,

signs. An example is'
< < winl-ilirectory-f i1e*txt > >

When the cursor is placed over this text and the
ENTER key is hit, this file will be loaded in the
Viewer The Viewer has the capability of remem-
bering which files it has loaded and the order:

Once done reading a {ile, you can get back to
the menu screen by hitting eilher CTRL ESC or
SHIFT ESC. I find that SHIFT ESC works the best.
I was testing the Viewer under UQLX-win32 and
found the CTRL ESC is a Windows short key and

F

i 100 PRINT rrEnter Seareh Stringil
110 INPUT search$
120 cmd-line$ = il-n n&search$&rr xtxt > raml*temp-txtl
130 EXEC-I{ f1p6-grep; cmd-1ine$
f4O OPUI #1,tan7*temp-txt
150 OPEN--NEII #5,raml-1ink-txt
160 REPeat loop
170 INPUT #/r, in$
180 IF E0F(#4) TIIEN EXIT loop
190 x - rr ' rt INSTR in$
200 file$ = in$( 1 T0 x-1)
210 in$ = in$ (x+1 T0 )
22A x - 'r ' tr INSTR in$
230 line-rrum$ = in$(1 T0 x-1)
240 text$ = in$(x+1 T0 )
250 x = search$ INSTR text$
260 lengttr = LEN(text$)
270 IF x > 15 T[{EN
280 first = 15
290 EISE
300 first = x-1
370 END IF
320 IF length > x+15 TI{EN

TA last = 15
340 ErsE
350 last = length
360 END IF
3?0 text$ = text$(x-first T0 x+last)
380 PRINT #5 r,, r< tti file$; tt$tt;text$ i"@', iline-num$' rr) ) n

390 END REPeat loop
4oo closE #4
410 crosE #5
4eO Dnf.EtE raml*temp-txt
/'3 O nXnC-W f 1p6-viewer-rtn ; I'ranl*1ink-txt 

"
/*40 DEISTE ramllink_txt I

:
,
t



Windows will trap ii before it goes to QDOS.
SHIFT ESC did not have this problem.

The next question is how to get grep and Viewer
to work together I needed to figure out what
format Viewer needs to be able to link to a file
and a specific section of that file. Luckiltr Viewer
has a link formal that defrnes the file to load, the
description of the link to show in the Viewel and
the line number that it is on. The format of the link

is:
< < q/t05-txt$ing other than WINL can be use€001, '
< < q4O5-txt$the I{IN-F0RMAT conna@O02r >

< < q/+05-txt$t if you enter IIIN-F0ru,!AT 1 and@00/r> >

< < q/+05-txt$reet syntx for WIN-F0RMT is WI0007> >

Knowing grep, I know that I can have grep output
the name of the file, the line where the word was
found, and the line number in that file. The default
behavior of grep is to output the fib name and
the line where the match was found. Using the -n

option, grep will print out the line number
It was now my job to write some SuperBasic
code to convert the output from grep to the for-
mat that is needed by Viewer By doing a little
string cutting and then some printing, the code
to do this was quickly done. To automate the pro-
cess, the code also a wrapper around the whole
project and it called grep and Viewer for the user
To store the output from the grep command and
to store the link file used by Viewe raml- is nee-
ded. lf you don't have one, then you can sub-
stitute any device.

My first intention was to write a minimalisl game,
but the complexities of the code soon forced me
to think otherwise. Wilh over 70 lines of Super-
Basic, I think I have done best by pulting com-
ments in the program wherever necessary.
LRUN the game under QDOS, or EXEC rt under
SMSQ/E. The game begins by asking you whal
'speed' you want, {then hit any key to show the
bat when lhe court appears).'25'gives extremely
fast animation on QPC but is hard on the nerves,
whereas '250' is OK for beginners. Lines 200 to
240 give explanations for the variable's abbrevia-
tions. Lines 290 lo 330 sel up a table for all the
grid, which limagine corresponds to lhe SCRETN$
function of the Sinclair Speclrum, {a game of
which gave me lhe idea for lhis program).

The 'Move the Bat'code first draws the ball, then
a FOR loop repeatedly draws the Bat, allowing
you the time to move it s0 you have a real

chance of intercepting the ball. The code draws

lhe oblects by using the 'AT' keyword, which can
print an 'o' for a ball, or '---' for a bat very fast
indeed. The inconvenience is thal animation is

done one row and one column al a time, so
output is slighlly ragged at low speed. One
solution would be to program movemenls using
'CURSOR', but lhis would not be straightforward
{or diagonals, as QL character-blocks are non-
square. The program is sufficiently cluttered with
bounce-testing as it isl Otherwise, Blocks could
be used, but square balls are not only unsightly
but also uncomfortable (to the eyes of coursel).
Press'A'lo move the bat left,'P'to move it right,
or 'Q' to quit. lf you want to use other keys, just

adapt lines 480 and 490. Notice that when the bal
hits the ball, the ball is nudged to the middle ol
the bat. This is to avoid the wall being left with
bricks in a criss-cross pattern, which would
olherwise occur with lhe present scheme of dia-

Figure 1: The input screen

Figure 2' Showing the links in Viewer

Figure 3: The results in Viewer



gonal ball movements. Remem-
ber lhat there will always be a

reaction delay due to the time
taken for the key to make con-
tact with lhe membrane.
At first I lried to adapt the Spec-
trum listing for the QL, but this is
always bad practise, as pro-
grams written for one machine
are not necessarily well adapted
to the technical specifications of
another So after some tedious
time spent getling bogged-
down in Spectrum bounce-
management, I got oul my
squared paper and sel out my
QL screen-handling and bounce-
coding long-hand, which, on the
contrary, is good practise. That
reduced debugging to a few
'typos', leaving me only to insert
REMarks in the code and then
to get me playing the game.

Well, the aim of the game is to
smash a maximum number of
bricks in the wall. For every brick
eliminated you get one point. But
every time you miss a ball, you
lose one. The game stops when
there are no bricks left. Don't
worry, because at first you will
almost certainly get negalive
scores, so keep practising. I

don'l think you will do as well as
Borg or McEnroe, but it may
while away a few pleasant
hours, especially for younger
folk who didn't live through the
early heroic days of DIY com-
puter games. Remember Basic
is not really designed for fast
output. For smoother animalion
we really need to rewrite the
program in machine code, via an

Assembler Budding program-
mers could try experimenting
with the inilialisation code lo
change the size of lhe court. lt is
very easy to change the num-

ber of {rows} of bricks, or which
row {y2) the bat is on etc. Don't
ask me how to calculate a 'spin'

drift or a 'lob' though. I would
have to spend some time
looking up cinetics in detail!
Happy Smashing...

110 CLEAR: REMark I,Ia1l-bas. by S.Poole, vlpjun2005
L20 :

130 REMark Initialise the Screen:
140 0PEN#1,coru16: ltrmol{ 572,256,0,A: BoRDER 0: CrS
150 PRINT: IMUT| Speed? (25 to 250)'lspeed
160 SELeet speed: =25 IO 250: =RIMAINDER : GO T0 1r0
I7O CIs: gIND0W 256,208,t28,0: INK 4: BottDER /+,7
180 CIS: B0RDER 0: OVER -1
190 :

200 RELiark Inltiallse the variables:
210 REMark gpiclrors=rw: gritlcolunns=c1: left=lf: right=rt
220 REMark vertical*tllrectlon=vt : horizontal-clirection=hz
230 R0,lark ball-Jr=y: ball x=x: top*row=tp: botton_ro*=bt
2/t0 REMark bat__x=x2: brick*rows=rors: batg=y2: brick_counter=ct
2rA nr=19: c1=/*0: 1f=1: rt=el: rrt=+l: hz=+l: y=9: x=20
260 tp=1: bt=rv:. x2=15: ?o!ts=2: y2=rr-1: ct2=0
270 DII,{ t$(m'cl): ct=O: Xlt=clxrows
280 :

290 REilark Prepare and draw the Grld:
300 fOR i=1 l0 c1
310 P 0, i, r-; r P rw, i, ?-t

320 FOR ;=1 T0 ross: t$(j,i)=t#': P i,i,t$(i,i)
J30 END FOR t: i$=INKEY$(#L'210)
310 :

350 REPeat loop
360 REltlark Draw the ball:
370 P Yrx, rol
380 :

390 REltlark Erase a Brick if it
400 IF t$(y,x)=r#f TIIEN
11O t$(y,x)=' t: P y,x,t#r:
l+20 El{D IF
13o :

110 REMark Move the bat:
150 FOR f=1 TO speed

is Hit:

vt=+l: ct=ct+l: BEJ,P L234rr67

/+60

1.70

p w) t)_1 r......"._r. i!R=TNKFvql'#1 'l . p w2.y)_1 t_l
R${ark Key interpretation: rar=leftr rpr=right

480 IF i$==t"': x2=x2-Lz IF x2<=1f: x2=1f+1
l+9O fF i$==tpt: x2=x2+l: IF :€>=rt: :€=rt*l
500 IF i6==tn': GO T0 810: END IF : REMarkHit rqt to Quit
510 END f'OR f: P y,x,ror
520 :

530 REMark nove the ball:
510 x=x+hz: y=y+vt,ro :
,60 REMark See if any edge-bounce:
570 IF x<1f: }ra=-ttz.. x=x+l: Bfftp 123,1
58A fF x>rt: }rz=-hz: x=x-l: BE.$,P L23'1
59O IF y<tp: rrt=-rrt: y=y*1: BnnP 123,4
600 IF y>bt: vt=-Irt: y=y-1: BEEP 72311255: et2=et2+1
610 :

620 RX&lark Does the Bat strike the Ball? :

630 fF y=y2 fiIEl'I
640 x:a1=(x=(x2-1)): vv2=(x=x2): xx3=(1=(x2+1)): REMark splat
650 IF xx1 0R rr2 0R xxj fHEl.I
660 IF xx1: )c=n+l: REI{ark nudge one square right
670 IF xx3: x=x-l: REMark nudge one square left
680 IF x<1f: bz=*}:z: x=:.+1: REMark bounce
690 IF x>rt: h'z=-ir.z: x=x-1: RE&lark bounce
70A vt=-vt: Bt&P t231,5: BEMark vertical inversion
710 N,ID IF
720 END IF
730 :

710 REl.tark Is garne over? :

750 IF ctr=Xit: EXIT loop
760 END REPeat loop
770 :
780 REI{ark Epilogue & Tidy up the Screen:
790 P rr,lrtscore: t&(ct-ct2)&t Another y/n ?'
800 1$=INKSI$(#1,-1): IF l$==tpt 0R i$=='q': SISE RUN

810 IIlND0lf 512,256,A,0: BORDER 2,2: CI,S: 0VER 0
820 WINDOW 256,206,256,0: B0RDEH 2,2: CIS: STOP

830 :

840 DEFine PR00edure P(p1,p2,p$)
850 REMark Get rld of listlng clutter:
860 AT p1,p2: PRIM p$
870 END DEFine



A UK 4-way trailing soc.ket designed to switch off
computer pciphcals automdically when the
computer is snrikhed off, or (in the case of an ATX
computc) whqr it auto-porva:rs dor*n Can4rrwi&ft
has one cwrEol sockd, rrd thrcs switelred sockets.
Can be used with ligtrts/hifi/monitors-ie a QL
monitor cur bc used as a sn'itch control.

co* f24

Up to I mftrte of flssh memory for the QL
A small plug in circuit for the QL's ROM port (or
Aurora) giving 2,4 orI rnbytes ofporrnnert storagc -
it can be thougfrt of as a portable hrd disk on a card,
urd reads st some 2 mbyte per second.
Tlink of ii - 1'ou could firlly boot an erEanded QL,
including all driver#SMSQ €tc off Romllirq at hrd
disk speed wi$t only a mrnory exparsion needed.

2 mbyte RcriDisq............fl39 (f40l$4t )
4mbytes RornDisq..............f,,65(I66/f64
I mbytes RomDisq..........t 9t (r99/n 00)

Aurora adaptor........ ..... ......... gl (13. J 0/S4)
A major hardwrrc upgrsde for the QL

All Herrnes fcaturer (wprkLtg sslf2 at 192m,
indcpardert baud rateslde-bounccd kryboard
keyclick) IBM AT kbd fr // HIGH SPEED RS232 at
576ffJ/1 scrial mouse port and 2 other RS232 inputs//
3I/O linsl/ EEPROM
Cost (including manuaVsoftcrnc) . . . . . ..190 (f92lf93)
IBM AT UK layout Keybsad...........,... f, f I (f,I 3/f I 5)
$erial mouse. fB (f8.50/f9)
Capslodrlscrollock LED ..."......,."......fl (tI.50/11.50)
Keybord or mouse lead .................... f,, 3 (f3.5 0/t3.5 0)
IIieft $p ccd serial (sa3) Iead.............. f 4 (f4.5 0/f4.5 0)

Huuer ryailablc forf,ls (t26152?) lyor*ing $rl1tl rnd
ind.Fcillcnt hllut, d.bo[Ilfcd Lltt8rd.
$rperllenaer LITf,: AII Herrnes fehues (see
abovc) + an IBM AT keybord interface only.
Cort {incl keyboad lead) .,................... f53 {f54lt5 5)

A low profile powered backplane with ROM port
A three oprneim bec$lme with ROM poft included for

R.ouiDi*q :tc. Arrma cu be trtted in noEbook cese ud
possed otrringle 5V rail - cortact QBrErrh for ddrils. thm
bor& (ry Aruora urd Gold Crd/Snper Gold CrdlGsldfre
fixed ta brse. Suibbls for Aruorr (ROM ascessible fom
odrfute) & QL motherborrd b tcxrr case. Specify ROM
frcing lN tcverds borrd*, ar OUT to*udx baek of case.

I2C DITERTACES
Cormestr to Mineryn MKII and arryPhitipr I2C bu*

Poser Driver Interfnse I{i Vo liner wittr 12 of tbErB rFdh
c:mlrul I currcnt curying lutprfs (rdurce rnd rink erprhle)
2 rmp gtrr s rEhyr, trndl nubr$....................f40 (f43/f44)
4 arnp total (for motors etc) ...................... f 45 (t48if5 0)
Relevt (t 3r f 2v2-*rymein* relayr (needr 2a po*rr
&isEr)............. .flls62tlg/9,
Prrdlel Interfece Oives 16 fupr*ior&r$ lines. Crn be
used slnrerrer logic siggrk rre required...........S25 (&7lf2,E)
Analogue Interfrc8 Givrr dnffi I bit onabEre b iligitd
inFfr (ADC) and i*t t bit digittl lo srohgpr ou$ub
(BACf. Usd fortrup ra.rlurcmcrrtr, omd rsmFling (to
5 KII'), l$plottint.... ............f3O (gillg,z't
Temn probe (-{ooc to +125"c)................ J10 Gr0.50/€1t)
Cannrctor for fow bry proDrr............... Cf0 Ff0.50/€f t)
Ilrts rlEcb..... ...f,z (t2.50igl)
Conhol roftrrrc & trrrnnnl (for rII/F).,.......f,2 (f,:1.50/gi)

(}T, REPAIRS fIIK onlvl
Fixed price for unnodified QLs, o<cl microdrivee. QLs

t€st€dl'ift Thom-EMlrig ard ROM so{tlril€.

f,117 incl 6 month guarantee

ffre OnrCnUlt,rsrtem oucrrtlqp lritemungfrde
OTHER FEATURES COMMON TO AIJ. \IERIIIONS
DEBUCitiED operatiqg sFtcrd a*obootou rs* of puru
frihrtf \tultiple Besicl fister scbedulEr- grrphicr (rithin
1096 of ligbing) - fiing hrndlingl WHEN ERR0R/ znd
screen/ TR.ACU uon-Englirh kqfuoud dritrEr$/ hrnil"
fart re*et. Vl.Srt vith sptit OUTFUT bnrd ntes (+ Hfircs)
& built itr Multibrric.

Fir{' upgrlde frEr. Otberrin *nd f:l (+tai fffi mrnlrll if rEqud).
SBnd dirhFlnr SAS or trm Inci

MKL. -f40 (fr$ I 14' MKrl...f,fs tg66t t67)

MII\IEnVA. RTC (MKID + bdilrlrforz$ bftE ran-
CAASHPROOF clock & I2C bur for inttrfecing Cm
effoboot fron brtbrybrakcd rrE Quidr rtart-ry,

OL SPARES

Circrit diegrmri.............................................^. gl
6&0t cpu or fr)49 IFC..... .........f.E
t30r/t3b2 mIM ROM or redd had...........trO 6
Pawet- n4ply (sea mril awrtes)...........,... -.... f, ft

Fricu inslu& prfue ai packing (Aimil rrl:re qrpli:albl Fricer re: UK (Eurap lRrt drlrl{.
ltlins&*f nt&t a CASH! I m u brgrr ampt c*d IE manlt u UK mf rlrr PDQ hanrxrim

Ply'mt ty c6q* rlnva un tukrilt UK
SAE q IRC tufrlltirtrnil drklL 2t FehtE



This is a slightly ofl topic article, but il does have a
slight relevance - I'm converting all my 'tutorial'

articles for the assembly language series inlo
DocBook format. This is a standard file in XML
formal. The actual XML tags are defined by the
DocBook DTD file.

Editor; As Norman's work can be found on the
"lnsider CD" in this issue (hard work to get it all
done in time, but thanks to Dilwyn, it got udated)
we felt it is not off-topic at all.

Allof this is a bit technical, but suffice to say that a
DTD describes how an XML file, based on that
DTD, should look - what tags are permitted and
so on * and unless the XML file conforms, il is

invalid.
The DocBook convention is simply an XML file,

formatted according to a DTD which defines the
required tags etc for use in a DocBook source file.

Once a valid XML file has been created, there are
various transformation programs which convert
the XML into almost any other format you require
from HTML, plain lext {l think}, RTF HTML Help files

{a Microsoft thing} and even PDF files. From one
single source file, I can build many different ouiput
files and any changes to my single source will be
replicated when I next generate the various for-
mats - so I only need to do one update.

What's the process?
When I wrote my arlicles originally, lwrote them in

plain text (in QLlUnix format) on a PC using an

editor named PFE {Programmer's File Editor} -
which is no longer supported - and then simply
zipped them up, emailed lhem to Dilwyn and/or
Jochen for import into whatever programs are
used to produce the magazine.
I worte lhem on a PC not because lwanted to, but
because I was usually at work doing them in my
lunch hour
Now, I'm taking all those original text files, editing
them to make sure lhat all bug reports have been
corrected in the text and formatting them as XML
files in DocBook format. These files are loaded
into my DocBook system {XML Mind Standard
tdition free from http:l/www.xmlmind.org) which
allows me to make corrections, validate the XML
and then formal it as HTML.
I'm converling each article into a separate chapter
and all the chapters will then be collated into a
book.

What does it look like?
The following is a brief excerpt from the top level
'book'* l'll try to explain whal is going on below it,

< ?:rml version=tr1. 0rr eneod ing= ttU?F-8rt ? >

( ID0CTYPE book PUBLIC tt-//OASIS//DTD DocBook
M, V1.3//ENn
I'http :,//www. oasis-open. org/docbook/rnl/
1.3/docbookx. dtdil

t
( IENTITY chapter-1 SYSTEM rrehapter-1.xm1tr>
( IENTITY chapter,2 SYSTEM rrchapter-2.xn1rlr

lr
< bookr

< titler QL Assenbly Language
Programming< ,/tit1e>

&chapter-1;
&chapterJ;

<Aookr

The above is actually the top level file for my
finished chapters. As I convert additional chapters,
I shall add them into this file and the book will get
bigger Obviously, I have converted rnore than just

the first couple of chaptersl
The first line must be present in any valid XML file.

It defines lhe fact that the file is indeed XML, the
version ol XML in use and what, if any, character
set is in use.

< ?:cn1 version= ?r 1. 0rr encoding= ttUTF-8rr ? r

ln this case, we are using XML version 1.0 (the only
version at preseni) and the UTF-B character set.
The next line tells whalever applcation that is

reading the file, what the document type reafly is.

We know already that it is XML, but as XML is

used for just about everything these days - it's
currenlly 'flavour of the month' - we need more
information.
So, the following tells our application that the file is
a 'book', that's it's structure is defined in a DTD file

for DocBook version 4.3 in English language.
The full DTD can be found online at the URL given,

however to avoid the need for our application to
go onllne allthe time, we cache a local copy of the
file and use that instead.
When we have a local copy, the URL given
obvrously no longer applies. However, a catalogue
file which conlains the URL and the local location
is used, and hence, there is no need to go on-line
to find the DTD.
The lines enclosed in square brackets '[' and ']'

allow me to define a short name for an 'enliiy',



specify its actual location - in lhis case, lhe same
folder as my top level file - and later on, include
these entities This is

very much like the 'lN' command found in many
assembler source files to include
another file at that point.

( ID0CTYPE book PIELIC V-//OASIS//DTD DocBook
M' V13/reNn
"http : /,/www. oasis-open. orgldoebook /xo-1/
4.3,/docbookx. dtd"

I
( IENTITY ehapl SYSTEM I'chapter-1.xm1tr>
( IENTITY chap2 SYSTEM rrchapter-2.xn1[>

l,

You can see from my 'entities' above that I have
two files, named chapter-l.
xml and chapler-2.xml, which I refer to as chapl
and chap2 respectively. They will be used (and

abused) later
The remaining lines define the book proper and

use the entity names explained above lo include
chapter-l.xml and chapter-2.xml at the appro-
priate place.

< bookr
< title> Qtr Assenbly Language Progrnmming< /title>
&chapl;
&chap2;

< /book>

We already mentioned that the DOCTYPT is a
'book'and here we show our 'book' tags Follow-
ing the book tags are the title tags which are used
to give the book a title. At this point, I could include
other tags to give author details, a preface,

foreword etc - but I have not.
Finally we have the two entities mentioned above
These are simply the two files holding the XML for
chapters 1 and two. These are inserted at the
appropriate place and the book is complete.

DocBook XML has far too many tags etc for a

simple introduction, but the main ones I use are as
follows,

< book> as delined above, encloses lhe entire
book.

< chapten defines a chapter A chapter can com-
prise one or more sections, listings, paragraphs,

diagrams etc. Chapter's are numbered automagi-
cally by the lranslalion system. (See below)

< section> defines a small, usually self contained,
section of text Sections can be nested to any
level (l haven't hit a limit yet). Sections, like chap-
ters, are numbered aulomagically.

( para) delines a paragraph of text.

< programlisting> defines code fragments,

( screen) defines oulput on screen, usually the
result ol running a (programlisting'

< emphasis> allows me to emphasize parts of the
text

< itemizedlist' lets me set up lists, [ach entry in

the list 15 s rpdrd, and these (para,s are enclosed
in ,listitem, tags lt gets very messy alter a while *
and I'm keeping things simple!

You will note the Americanisation (Americanization

?) of the spelling in tags.
And those are about all the ones I use frequently.

Example Chapter
The lollowing is an extract from the very first
chapter of the book and corresponds to the firsi
ever article in the series, To save on the number
ol pages required, I have removed chunks (just a

nurnber ef ,para,s) and replaced them with ',...' in

the following.

< ?xra1 version- tr 1. 0r? encoding= trufF-8tr ? )
< chapterr

<title>QL Assembly Language
Prograruning< /tit1e>

( section id=rrch1-introtr >

< title> Introduction< /tlt1e>

<para>Assenbly language is very, very
simple. < /para>

. Z"""iiot,
( section>

< tltler Register Direct< /tit1e>

<pararThis is an easy one to start off
with. Register direct addressing
node simply neans that both the source and
the destination in the instruction are
regi.sters either data, address or a
mixture of both. < /para>

(para)Sinple examples are :( /para>

< progranlistingr MOVE. L 42, D1
MovE.tI D0,D1
M0VE. L A1-, A3 < /progranlistingr

<para>These sinply move (actually, they
copy) data between various
registers. The fu11 rneanlng of the actual
instructions will be described
later on. < /pata>

< /section>

, i"""t:.otr,
< /chapterr

--*ffi*--i'=*-*'*



XML Translation
Once an XML file has been crealed, it is converted
using SAXON - an XSLT Engine - which reads an
XML file, an XSL stylesheet and produces an out-
put file which is basically'programmed'by the XSL
file. lt is this template file which allows the input file
to be converted to a different format in the output.
A simple example is shown at the end of this
article.
One XSL file reads XML and writes HTML while
another XSL file reads XML and produces RTF
files instead. Of course, nothing is ever simple,
and there may be a number of intermediate steps
to go through lo convert from XML to another
format.
To convert an XML file to PDF for example, requi-
res initial conversion to an F0 files { Formalted
Obiect) be{ore the F0 file is massaged into a PDF
lile using yel another Jiansformalion.

Summary
So, that's 'all'there is to it. I write in DocBook now
and use XSL lemplate files lo render my DocBook
liles as plain text or whatever and eventually, I can
'bind'them together into a book, Watch this space
for a possible cover disc and/or download of the
HTML files * and rnaybe even a PDF - of all the
arlicles in the Assembly language series.

Clossary
DTD - Document Type Definition. A file which de-
scribes the valid tags and attributes etc that may
be conlained within a valid XML file which uses the
DTD. lt effectively provides a set of rules which
define how the author can write XML that is'lega|,
As XML is extensible, some form of validation is

beneficial.

XML - eXtensible Markup Language A markup
language, like HTML, but which can be extended
by allowing the author the ability to define any
lags s/he likes.

XSL - eXtensible Stylesheet Language. A file
which conlains 'code' which is used in conjunction
with an XML file and an XSLT engine, to produce a

new form of output file using data in the XML file
processed according to the XSL stylesheet

XSLT - XSL liansformalion. The process ol trans-
forming XML using XSL to give a new output.

XSLT Engine - Saxon, for example, is a Java
program written to perlorm XSLT actions using
various formals if input XML files and assorted
XSL files to determine the output format

Example XML file
The following simple XML file is written to the
DocBook rules as de{ined in the specilied DTD
This file will be transformed using the XSL style-
sheet that follows to produce some HTML code

< ?nm1 version=rr1. 0r encoding=ttgTF-8tt?)
( IDOCTYPE book PIJBLIC "-//OASIS//DTD DocBook
wL vl.3/lElt"

" http :,//www . o as is-open. orgldocbooX / xnt / 4 . 3 /
docbookx. dtdtrr

( docunent)
<title>Using DoeBook, XSL and XSLT</titler
<para>Doebook makes life easy when trying to

produce lots of different output
formats from a single input f11e.

< /para>
< /documentr

Example XSL stylesheet
This stylesheet is used lo process lhe above XML
file to produce an HTML file as shown below This
is quite a simple stylesheet - they can get very
very complicated indeed!

< ?xm1 version=t1.0r?>
< xs1: stylesheet

rnlns : xsl=?thttp : //www .wJ . o'rg/t999 /ySL/
Transfoncrr version= | 1.0 t 

>

< xs1 : output nethod=rrhtmlrrlr

< xsl : tenplate match=rrdocunentrt >

( HTI{L} TIIEAD> ( TITLE)
( xs1 : value-of select=tt . /titlett / >

( ,/TITLE, < /HXAD) < BODYr
< xs1 : apply-templates,/r

(,/B0DY, < /HTMLT
< /xsl: tenplate>

< xsl: tenplate natch=rrtitlerr >

( H1) ( xsl: apply-tenplates/ > < /HI>
< /xs1: template>

< xsl: ternplals pslgl=rtpararr>
< P> < xs1: apply-teurplates / r, /P,

< /xsl: template>

< /xs1: stylesheet>

The above works by starting at the 'root' which is

specified as,xsl'lemplate match="document"' line.

ln that template, the texl ",HTMb,HEAD,,TITLF" is

oulput, followed by the contents of the .title, tag in
the source XML file - which it looks through the
XML to find, then the text ",/TITLF ,/HEAD'
,BODY,'is oulput
(See below).

After that, the ,xsl:apply-templates' lemplate is

applied. This simply proceeds through the XML file
looking for a tag or attribute which matches one
of the defined templates. The first thing it finds is

the ,title, tag {again !}



Within the ,xsl:template malch='tille", template, the
texl",H1'' is output.
This is followed by another call to
,xsl:apply-leffiplates' which, because no template
is defined for the text beiween the ,litle' tags,
simply outpuls the lext itself. This is followed by
",/H1,"to close the heading tag in the HTML file.

The ,para, tag in the XML file is matched by the
,xsl:template r.16[="p0rd", template, which simply
outputs a ',P'" tag, uses the default processing to
exlracl the paragraph lext from the XML and copy
it to the HTML output file and closes the para-
graph with a'./P,"lag.

As no more templates can be applied, processing
continues back in the ,xsl, template
match='document" template by outputting the text
',/BODY',/HTML"to close olf the HTML file

The resulting HTML is shown below

Example HTML output

( HTML) ( IIEAD) ( TITLE>
Using DocBook, XSL and XSLT
( /TITLE, ( /{EAD) ( B0DY)
<H1>Using DocBook, XSL and XSLT(/H1)
<P>Doebook nakes life easy when trying to
produee lots of different output
formats from a single input fi1e.</P>
< /B0DYI, /HTML,

The above looks quite untidy and nol very well
formatted for human readabilily, howevel you
won't normally be reading it, only your browser lf
you do need lo make changes, the XML file is
where you would make them - or the XSL file
could be changed.

Here is a shori listing designed to convert num-
bers to any base (up lo base 36), and to convert
a non-decimai number string to decimal base 10

The program consists of two functions.
The first, To-Base$, takes a positive decimal
number and converts it to a string representing
that number to the given base. For example,
PRINT To-Base$(65535,16) converts the number
65535 to base 16 {hexadecimal) and returns FFFF

PRINT To-Base$(255,2) converts the number 255
to base 2 (binary) and returns 11111111.

Do not try to convert to base 1 though! The rou-
tine isn't meant to handle negative numbers - if
you want it to do that, consider it your project to
amend it to do so in the way you want it tol
For bases beyond base 10, it will use letters to
represent higher digits, A for 10, B for 11, C Ior 12

and so on. As there are 26 letters and 10 digits,
this limits the routine to base 36, although you
could modify lines 160 to 200 to use other cha-
racters to represent higher digits, e.g. you could
make the routine use A-Z {upper case) for the
first 26 digits beyond 9, then lower case a-z tor
the next 26 digits, that should allow it to handle
up to base 10+26+26 or up to base 62, and other
symbols could be used beyond that if you really
wanted to.

The second function converts a non-decimal
number to decimal PRINT To-Dec{'FF',16} con-
verts the value FF from hexadecimal base 16 to
decimal 255.

100 DEFine FuNetion To-!ase$(de,base)
110 L0Cal xrcrc$
720 x=dc
730 c$ = uu

]l+A REPeat loop
L50 c = x - (rut (xAase) x base)
160 IF c < 10 THEN

tYA c$ = CHR$(/r8+e) & c$
180 EISE
190 c$ = CHR$(51+e1 & e$
2OA END IF
21A x=INT(x/base)
224 IF X <= O TIIEN EXIT IOOP

4A END REPeat loop
210 REturn c$
250 END DEFine To-3ase$
250 :

270 DEFine Fulrlction To-!ec(bs$,base)
280 L0Ca1 drlrnrv
294 d=0
300 r = ffiN(bs$)
370 FORn=1T01
320 v = CQDE(bs$(n))
330 v.v*/r8
340 fFvrgTHENv=Y-7
350 IFv> lSTHENv=v-32
360 d=d+base^(f-n)xv
374 END FOR n
380 RETurn d
390 END DEFine To--Dec



lbolkit 2 provides base conversion functions BIN

and BIN$ for binary numbers and HEX and HEX$
for hexadecimal numbers. These functions are
built into SBASIC for SMSQ/E users, and SBASIC
users can also denote hexadecimal numbers
directly in programs by preceding the value wrth
a '$'symbol, so you can use either LET a=$FFor
LET a=HEX{'FF'}, or ttT a=255 directly on
SBASIC. Likewise, you can prefix a binary num-

ber with the '%' symbol, so you can use either
LET a=BlN{'il'}, or LET a=%11, or LET a=3 directly
in an SBASIC program.
This means that for binary and hexadecimal base
conversions, this rouline is not really needed, al-

though it does provide an insight into base con-
version techniques and an interesting little pro-
gramming project in its own right, showing what
can be achieved with just a few lines of BASIC.

Several issues
situation with
problems.
As many people ask via email about the
progress, I think it is now time to provide
semi-final pictures and a status report.
The time situalron is still very critical, due to
various other problems - I won't go into delail but
it is just my typical luck: nothing works, problems
everywhere, and everything takes at least three
times as long as expected.
It seems that I have to spend 20-30% of my
available time having devices (everything from a

simple water tab to electronic devices) replaced,
repaired, exchanged against other devices, in

some very bad and dangerous cases, going to
court. And whenever one problem is solved, two
others pop up.Anyway.

ago,
the

I wrote about "the move"
J-M-S office and related where are all the TPSON printers? Well, that was

true until TPSON decided to get rid of tSClP2
completely and when they introduced the
chip-ink-cartridges.
Still, there is one big EPSON printer on the first
picture - an old laser printer {which can handle
the GQ mode to print most of my manuals). You'll

find it next to the bright display Next to it is a

copie/fax/scanner/prinler from Canon, an excel-
lent device. So far this only went once for repair
Underneath, there is Canon Pixma 1P4000.. nice
printer - and yes, there is a second one in the
rrght area of the desk. Nice printer but very, very
slow if you print duplex. lt takes the printer two
hours to print lhe tasyPTR 4 manual,
. and there is also a small EPSON POS printer
Below a view from the"server room'door

The move is not quite complete yet. At the old address,
one room {the old office} has been totally cleared, and the
furniture from the office is now here, at the new address

{mostly 25 year old, black lkea stufl but still fine, see
above).
You will probably remember that I used to praise EPSON
printers in the past at every show and in QL Today. So
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You may remember that there had been a hole
for a wall-safe under the window {behind the
paper in the right Canon Pixma).
lf you ever visited me in my office at the old
address {smaller less space - a lot less spacel}
then you'll find that the new office is much nicer

The "server room', which I used as an inter-
mediate office during the move, is equipped with
some EPSON printers (see above, two 900's) and
another on the right-hand side, outside the pic-

ture. lt looks a bit messy as part of all the stuff
taken from the old address ls still in boxes, and
part of the stuff is still 'im stillen Winkel", in the
second room.
Both machines act as fax server to receive
faxes, prinl them and send them via email - quite
a useful feature. I also use them for backups ...

even more useful, as you will know if you ever
lost important data.
By lhe way, the picture above contains 4

non-working devices, 3 visible, one hidden. No
surprise.

So, whenever things take a bit longer as expec-
ted, there are many possible reasons, like my old
laserprinter is giving me a headache (but there is
no choice as it is the only one capable of GQ
mode) or I can't find sluff because it is some-
where in boxes (here or at the old address).
Progress on the other rooms is slow ... actually
there has not been much progress during the
past few months.
Money needs to be earned, QL Today needs to
be done... And yes, lhere were also some QL
orders in November and December many emails
had to be answered and much, much more.
leven managed to do some work on the SMSQ
homepage in November I will add items step by
step, and you can also find more updates on the
updale server
There is also a section 'program of the month'..
it may be worth looking from time to time - you
could find a bargain

The current issue of QL Today was, after some
time, more enjoyable to produce than the pre-

vious ones The first time for a long time, no
need to chase and beg for articles - most of
them were there before the deadlinel We even
had to hold back some articies {see Geoffs
epilogue). Great, please continue to write
The next issue of QL Today should be ready at
the Eindhoven QL show ., it will be the larger
Eindhoven event of next year where the English
dealers plan to be present as well (Roy will pick
up QL Today so we've shifted the release date
slightly).

Maybe I'll find some time in between improve the
kitchen (still bare walls) .

Steve Poole wriles:
Thankyou for QL Today Volume 10 lssue 2. lb
run under QDOS, Page 40, line 120,6 should read
data.-ct=0
and not
word*ct=0
These slight incompatibilities are due to SMSQ/E
automatically assuming a value of 0 for non-initia
lised variables. Sorry my fault...

... and Steve asks;
ln 1984-5 I used my QL in my surveying job to
calculate and print out land drainage projects. At

the moment I have no need of such printed
output, but it would appear that QPC2 produces
oblong-screens and ellipses instead of square
and circular output
By rewriting the QL's graphics functions I could
get QPC2 to produce correct aspect ratios, but
surely this deformation limits the professional use
ot QPC2 drastically?
ln confidence I must admi that maybe I do not yet
fully understand the QPC2 system, but I feel I

must mention this question now as I do risk
needing accurate print-outs soon, and I have no
printer for the SGC machine



Marcel Kilgus replies:
The problem here is that traditionally QLs used a

2,1 aspect resolution (512x256) on TVlmonitors
with a 4,3 aspect screen area.
Therefore pixels were not square but elongated
on the Y axis. To compensate for this QDOS in-

cluded an aspect ratio factor in all its graphics
calculation to make circles really look like circles
on screen. This factor was actually different on
PAL and NTSC QLs, because of slightly different
screen aspects of the TV screen.
SMSQ/E always used the prevalent PAL ratio
2 I (14 I 3l* (57 5 I 512|*15L2l51.95)) f or all its calcula-
tions.
The problem now is that PC screens usually use
square pixels, so all the calculations SMSQ/E
does will result in distorted pictures there.

ln SMSQ/E v3.00 I addressed this problem by
making the previously fixed screen aspect ratio a

variable.
There is no command to directly alter it, but if
you've got the POKE-F command {poke floating
point value, available in the llrbo Toolkit or the
next SMSQ/f release - I know this because I

wrote the code 5 minutes ago), you can use the
following code to set the aspect ratio:
PoxE-F pnrr_l( ! ; gc/+)+914A, 1

Or lacking POKE-F and for the case of value 1'

porc_r{ pneK_r( ! ; gc4)+91/+A, 90801
p0Kn_r pnnr_r,( ! ;$c4)+$14c, $40000000

This sets the ratio to 1,1, which should be fine
with most PC resolutions/monitor combinations.
Circles will be circles again.
BEWARE however that some applications mighl
still assume lhe old ratio of 1.355217 and might
look odd afler allering lhe variable!

Furthermore, if your existing printer hardcopy
driver previously printed real circles on paper it

has probably incorporaled code to take the
original QL pixel shape into account. This means
that, even though by default circles look like ellip-
ses on QPC's screen, they should be correctly
printed to paper But if you, on the other hand, fix
the visual appearance on screen they will pro-

bably look too narrow when printedl
On CRT monitors one alternative to all of the
above might be to run QPC2 in full screen mode
while selecting a 2:1 ratio SMSQ/E resolution like

1024x512 and adjusting the monitor so that the
SMSQiE screen fills the whole display.

On LCD screens one can run QPC2 in window
mode and specify a window height that is larger
than SMSQ/E's Y resolution, which results in an

interpolated image, in other words it's a bit ugly
but at least in the correct aspect ratio.

lf you need further help, please contact me
directly.

Marcels Homepage is'

www.kilgus.net

QDT News
After nearly a year at introductory pricing, as of
February 10th, the price to purchase QDT will
increase to the standard production pricing of
59,90 EUR.

QDT has been shipping for nearly a year at an
extremely low introductory price, especially con-
sidering the amount of functionality being gained
by those using it and the development time that
continues to go into QDT The pre-announce-
menl of the price increase is being done to allow
those who have been thinking about the pur-

chase to do so and experience substantial
savings with the original inlroductory pricing.
The functionality has been sleadily increasing
from day one, with major improvements from the
recent drag and drop moves and upcoming File
Manager object. 0f course, even with the new

level of functionality that this all brings, there are
many enhancements and new features planned
over the next year Free upgrades will continue
to be offered for purchasers for the next 6 to 12

months, until a certain level of the feature set has
been achieved.
The first File Manager release will hopefully take
place towards the end of the ChristmaslNew
Year's Day holiday lt will have all the expected
file manager functions, full integration into QDT

fgraphics by Thorsten Herbert, drag and drop,
command passing between objectsl, and a slew
of features formally only available through a

variety of separate file management type pro-
grams [full directory structure copying, archiving,
QDT object creation, etcl.
A screen capture of the File Manager object is

included, showing just one of many different



views/display configurations that is being sup-
ported.

Suqcess
Bob Spelfen writes:
Suqcess2 now at version 2.03. This may be old
news for some because this version was already
launched on october 15th at the findhoven
show but for everyone else here is a summary
of the changes I made.
One of the main reasons for this update was of
course the arrival of the long awaited upgrade of
EasyPTR by Marcel Kilgus ln fact, as soon as I

got my hands on a Beta version I started imple-
menting the changes in Suqcess2. filarcel also
found and cleared some old bugs in fasyPTR's
MAWDRAW routine that gave unpredictable
results displaying multiple columns, essential for
Suqcessfully scaling the window
Thus the most visible change lor the user is that
the main window is now fully scaleable from
512x256 b IA24x76B. Also the list of fixed sizes
can still be used, the last one in the list is always
the maximum for the current screen and can be
a non standard size. The sub menus for Align-
ment, Columns and Print will also be scaled to
the number of fields in the database For some

time consuming operations the 'WAIT" window
will be gradually filled by a progress bar There is
a new Quick-View option in the Files menu. lt lets
you peek at another database without closing
the currenl one. Many of the icons now have
double functions. Hit or Do have their own
options then.
The biggest change in functionality is in the
Fields menu Selecting a field from the Field list
now makes that the new first field on the screen
Adding and deleting fields will now adjust the

-css and -saf files and so will keep any align-
ment, columns, sort or searches you may have
set. Whole fields can be copied, cleared or
changed to CAPS or lowercase. This way field
types can be redelined {an old option that was
never implemented). lnsert a new field, then copy
the data and delete the old one. Suqcess2 tries
to copy between any type but will mark those
that give conversion problems and then report a
message so you can check these fields before
deleting the old data
More changes. lf a Search selection has been
made and you give a new one which doesn't find
a malch, the current Search will be redone where
before you went back to the 'all records" view
From View-Record the Filelnfo2 option is now
available too Tap F3 in the Edit window {also
scaled to fit the text) and you can change the
text to CAPS or lowercase or use Ctrl-S to swap
the case for one character {like on the ZBB).
Because of problems reported by users, I re-
wrote some error trappings and added new
ones. Suqcess2 only runs under SMSQ/E 3. A
trial version can be downloaded from Wolfgang
Uhlig's site www.uhlich.nl/ql/
Full versions can be obtained from Jochen Merz
Software or QBranch in English, German or
Dutch

At the beginning of November Jochen and I were
very despondent because we had just one arti-
cle for this issue of QL Today. Then suddenly the
miracle Jochen asked for in the last issue oc-
curred. During the course of November we re-
ceived a conslant stream of coplt but unfortu-
nately too much to fit into a single issue. We had
to give priority to QL is 21 items and then fill the
rest of the magazine partly on a "first come, first
served" basis and partly on preserving a ba-
lanced content. Apologies to those writers who
must wait a little longer to see their work in print.

We can give you a foretaste of issue 4'
Accessing the internet from lhe QL (parl 3)
Using digitalsound in your programs
lllustrating leclures using a QL
More details on the "Home Thing"
A jargonless lutorialon using lhe new colours
Thanks to all the people who helped us fill issue
3 and make a start on issue 4. However we still
do not have enough to fill the next issue. Sorry
to appear like Oliver Twist, but please could we
have some more?



Some time ago I was introduced to a new brow-
ser for the PC called Firefox. I liked some of the
features that it had, even though it was, at the
time, very lacking in compatibility for some o{ the
secure sites I used. Over the last year it has
improved its compalibility and become my first
choice for a browser I have mentioned it in pas-

sing before because I was not really sucked into
the hype that it was completely secure and had
not 'securily holes' in its code. This was bourne
out a whole slew of fixes which had to be issued
in order to patch il for just this reason. This is not,

howevet going to be a big treatise of browsers
and the like.
The reason I mention it here is that it has one
aspect which we could look at because tt is

something we have done with the QL for a while
and we should try to do more in the future. That
aspect is the number of small add-ons that are
available to make it do new and interesting
things. One of the features of Firefox is the ease
with which third party software can be integrated
into the main program to add features. Now I do
not know if that is because of the way it is writ-
ten because I have no knowledge of program-
ming on that level {or indeed on many of the le-
vels below it!) but it is obviously more possible to
hook stuff inlo this program than other big name
software.
SMSQIE holds a similar position in that the code
is generally available and new features could be
added into the system in a similar way. This has
been done for some time. Much of the stufl you
load at BO0T time with LRTSPR commands, links
into the 0lS and adds new commands and
functions and it would be nice if we could extend
the 0/S a lot more. I know that Jochen has long
had plans to integrate the Menu [xtensions into
SMSQ/E but there have been various reasons
why it has not, so far happened. Some of these
are due to getting the BASIC command integra-
ted when the extension loads I believe.
Our system really lends itself to small, fast, utilities
- little jobs that do things in a quick and efficient
way Most of the applications for QL system will
fit on a floppy and a large amount of these will go
on DD floppy. This is an area we should be
exploring more.
Looking back at the history of SMSQ/E lcan see
that there has been a steady stream of improve-
ments and add-ons since the code was thrown
open and lam only saying this because lwant to

try to get this stream to turn into more of a river-
not to say a flood.
0h, and while I think about it, how about a new
version ol QD which has tabs in the same way
that Firefox does? I often have two or three QDs
open at lhe same time and it would be nice to be
able to have just one window with three files in

tabs Just a thought

Not staying in the Background
Of course there have been a lot of extensions to
SMSQ/E anyway and one of the leading innova-
tors has always been Marcel Kilgus. Just recently
he sent me, out of the blue a new SMSQ/I which
allows the background updating of buried win-
dows. This has been a leading contender on the
Wish List of many people for some time and it
was on the original list of planned improvements
when SMSQ/I was first introduced back in Sep-
tember 1994. The biggest problem lhad in trying
to test this new feature though was finding so-
mething that was slow enough to be still running
when I moved a window over itl back in the old
days there were any number of programs that I

could start and leave running while I moved
somethrng over part of their window but QPC2
on my PC here is just too fast. ln order to check
thal it was there and running at first I had to put a
menu over the top of the Sysmon window and
watch half the text updating on the buried win-
dow. ln the end I had to resort to ftring up ACP
and zipping a whole slew of files whilst writing a
piece for the magazine in QD which iust buried
the progress window.
Also, as usual, Updates and bug fixes arrived
before I had managed to find the bugs. How
does he do that? lam now writing this using the
latest iest version and it is running absolutely
smoothly I have to agree with his comment in the
email he sent when he whizzed over this version'l have so far not succeeded in making this
version crash or misbehave. Fingers crossed,
bul il's really cool'.
Yes you are right it is really cool.
So far I have nol seen a release date for this
work and I suspect there may be some more
testing going on but I hope that you may see the
new version by the time the magazine goes to
press. I am also not sure whether this is to be a

QPC2 only innovation or if all SMSQ/E variants
can join in. Maybe there will be something about
this in the News section.



Very FEXing
ln spite of what I said at the start of this I am, as
you all know very much in favour of regulating the
way SMSQ/I is updated. I have been accused, in

the past, of being overly picky about this bui I do
think it is an importanl issue because so many
users use old software that cannot be updated.
This little story illustrates just what lmean.
There are times when you think you have some-
thing nailed down only to find it is just your own
thumb. This happened to me during the testing
of the QPC2 version I mentioned above. I get
sent these new release versions and run them to
look for any problems that there may be Now it
is possible that I do not do anything very taxing
with my QL software but very often, as I said be-
fore in this column, several versions arrive here
and I have not seen a bug in any of them. Some-
times it is just an improvement to the handling of
something or a bit of a speed increase but very
often the authors talk of large bugs while I have
never so much as felt the wind of their wings as
they flew over my head.
I was very pleased, therefore, to find a QPC2 bug
in the second version that Marcel sent to me. I

documented il and sent it to him only to find it
was not a bug at all and even worse for my
sleuthing skills, not even in the QPC2 SMSQIE.
Once Marcel had explained the problem to me I

saw what had happened. ln the course of writing
my article on software for the Start Here series I

quickly ran a couple of things to make sure I was
describing them correctly. When lran Disk Mate 5
under the new QPC2 lgot errors and Qliberator
'Red Screens'. The problem lies in the FEX com-
mand. DM5 was written some time ago and the
author used the FEX commands that were crea-
ted then to link it in to Filelnfo ll. This has worked
very well for the last 10 years or so but, shortly
after the release of SMSQ/I someone wrote a
new FEX command which did something com-
pletely different and this was included in the new
SMSQ/E. So far so good. Everything worked as
normal.
I loaded the new copy of Filelnfo ll which has
support for another new development for
SMSQ/E and that is Wolfgang Lenerz's Home
directory lt seems there was a config block in
Filelnfo ll which will turn the old FEX command on
and off {since it is Filelnfo ll that actually loads it
when it is started) and the new version has the
command turned off by default. The FEX com-
mand that DM5 was trying to use was the new
one and the parameters and use were wrong so
the program fell over The new FEX command is
overwritten by the old Filelnfo ll when it is loaded

because it is started after SMSQ/E is loaded.
Why this does nol cause a conflict of some kind
when it loads I do not know.
ln many ways I find this to be unsatisfactory I re-
called that the command was introduced some
time ago. but ldid not pay it much attention at the
time because it did not seem to cause any
problems but an older command should not be
usurped by a newer one. How do you know how
many programs out there used this command?
As it happens it is no big deal because I do not
use DM5 for launching programs but I do use it
for some of its other features which I find very
useful. lt does give a 'Red Screen' at the start
which can be passed through and the program
still works. I think Pal Monstad, who wrote DM5,
said recently that he did not have the source
code any longer so there is no chance that we
could change the program to use the new File-
lnfo ll command. I don't know if a Qliberated pro-
gram can be patched to fix this either:
It is, howeve[ a case which should not be al-

lowed to happen again

QL is 21
QL is 21 seemed to go very well although I was
somewhat disappointed that my demonstration of
Jim Hunkrns latest efforts with QDT were
squeezed out of the program. I had asked to be
put on late in the day because I only got the up-
dates on the morning before the show and wan-
ted to be able to install and run them a while be-
fore doing the talk. As it was some of the other
presentations overran and ldid not get my turn. I

am not going to do a big advertising thing for
QDT here {this is not the place} but I should
mention, since I have been closely involved with
the testing and progress of this, the amount of
work Jim is putting into this project. When I saw
the first demonstrations a couple of years ago at
a US QL show I felt this was one of the most
ambitious projects underlaken on the QL since
ProWesS and the results, so far have been very
good. One wonders how much better ProWesS
would have been if it could have taken advan-
tage of the colours and other improvements
available lo us now. I got a couple of emails from
Jim as I was putting this column together and I

gather that he hopes to have stage two of the
updates ready for release by Christmas - maybe
by the time you are reading this. The main raft of
this will be the file manager: which, from the
screen shots I have seen, looks to be a real
winner
My only olher comment on QL is 21 is that the
program of talks was, maybe, loo ambitious for



the lime available. For my own part the cost of
travelling there was quite small and a musical gig
the next day prevented my attending the second
day of the show For Jochen, who had to travel
from Germany and stay overnight, the costs were
a lot higher and the talks may have kept some
potential customers from his stall. This would have
made the whole lrip more expensive for him.

I brought a lot of my spare QL parts to the show
and had intended to give a lot of the older ones
to the Quanta repository. Some were accepted
gratefully but the 20 or so QL PSUs lhad with me
were deemed to be surplus lo requirements. I

also offered these to Tony Firshman but he said
he had a whole box of them at home akeady. ln

the middle of the aflernoon he went off to one of
the talks and I took the opportunity of slipping all

20 into one of his boxes behind his stall.
I was sure he would notice the fact that the box
now weighed four times more than it did when he
brought it in but, as I sal with a glass of wine after
the show, Jochen and I watched him carry the
box oul to his car We have been in contact a few
times since the show and he has nol, so {a[ men-
tioned the extra items. He must be stronger than
he thinks. They are your Christmas present, Tony

And Now For....
We do not end this year on such a white hot
haze of innovation as we ended the last one but,
nevertheless, it has been a good year for the QL.
lnterestingly enough some older QL names have
been popping up both at the shows (Good to
see Stuart Honeyball and David Batty at the QL
is 21 show) and on the user group list where
severalpeople, who long ago disappeared below
the horizon, stuck their heads above the parapet
What we need to do now is to engage their inter-
est and get them to do some more writing or
updating their older products to use the larger
screens and colours that are available today
I know that there a a few new things bubbling
away beneath the surface and I am looking for-
ward to 2006 to see what will appear

Xmas Entertainment
As is now traditional at this time of year lwillnow
be presenting you with a list of Films Books and
music which will interest QL Users over the
festive season.

Bruce Willis will play the venerable head of TF
Services in his new gangster action movie Firsh
Man Standing

Meanwhile another TF Services luminary Lau

Reeves will appear in SuperHermes - the Movie.

And a Phoebus, in a Greek remake of
Sponge Bob Square Pants film, 'Absorber

Greek'

For nostalgia fans we have
Gone With The WlNl-
King Dongfie)
The Goldtcard Rush

From the sixties there is'
Easel Rider
Lau Litre - Laurence Reeves again in a film about
under age drinking on the continent

Historical drama is served by Jones of Arc(hive)

Musically we have four new singles vying for the
charts :

QuillCrazy {after all these years) by Paul Sysmon
Super Gold Card by ABBA(cus)
Staying Archive by the Bee Cees (Bill Cable that
is)

Takin'lt EASY(ptr) by The Easels

There is also a re-release by PSlOl.,l and the
Belmonts: RUN "Around-Sue"

Finally.. A few liacks from the forthcoming'Sing
Along A QL Today' album featuring classic tunes
sung by well known QL faces past and present:
'Love Merz', by the Auwera Brothers
'l Promised You A Miracle' by Stuart and the
Honeyballs
'My Perl'by Jonalhan Hudson
'Anarchy in the UK (QL Show)' by Tony Firshman
'My Old Man's a Firshman'by Ben
'Me and Dilwyn Jones (Got a THING going on)'
by Darren Branagh
'Another Liltle Pizza My Hearl'by Marcel Kilgus
'Da Do Ron Ron'by Ron and the Dunnettes
'Two Pints of Cola and a Packel of Crisps' by
Jochen Merz and
'l Don't Wish it Could be Chrislmas Every Day'
by me.

Classic Books include,
Bleak Mouse by Charles Dickens
The QubbeSOFT Machine by William Burroughs
Of MICE and men by John Steinbeck

And the texl in our local church will be the
SERmous on the Mount.

Have a good Chrislmas and a Happy New Year
- See you at a show soon.

the
the
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expect all major QL dealers to be present and plan to
have the next issue of QL Today ready for you
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